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Changing Results for Young Readers, a collaborative inquiry project, was initiated by the BC 

Ministry of Education in 2012, under the direction of Maureen Dockendorf, to increase the number 

of BC children who are engaged, successful readers. Teachers in 57 participating districts met 7 

times each year, to explore inquiry questions they chose.  

 

Each teacher in the CR4YR project was invited to write a letter or message to colleagues, telling 

about ONE approach/action/strategy that worked for them, and might be helpful and/or 

interesting for other teachers.  

 

Intent:  These provide both a way for teachers to review and reflect on what they have learned, and 

valuable resource for individual or group professional development. They will be posted on the 

Young Readers website; the research team is also preparing a data base of letters on specific topics 

that individual teachers or local districts can use to stimulate discussion and learning. 

These letters represent the collective, professional voice of BC teachers as they explore, collaborate, 

inquire, and reflect on their practice. The teachers from CR4YR have generously agreed to share 

their words with colleagues who are on the same quest: How can we best meet the needs of our 

young readers?  We hope these reflections and suggestions help to continue our conversations 

and start new ones. 
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Thank you to all CR4YR teachers, teacher advocates and provincial 

facilitators for your tireless commitment to investigating best  

practices for student learning. 
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Vision 

That teachers will read from the sampling of letters  

and this will serve as: 

A provocation for discussion with colleagues 

Something to try in their practice and classrooms. 

 

 

 

Dear Colleagues… 
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“Teachers must become 
focused listeners letting the 
students lead the way into 
conversations within a rich, 

inviting learning 
environment.”  

 

“Collaboration is a powerful tool that is 
available to all teachers and makes a 

significant impact on the teaching and 
learning of all involved in the process.”  

 

“She was EMPOWERED by the 
buddy reading because she no 

longer sees reading as a 
chore.”  

 

To address her engagement & lack of 
confidence, Coral structured opportunities for  

Student to read with young “buddies”.  

“What it has done is take away the child’s 
fear of failure by creating a stimulating and 
self directed environment that enabled the 

child to work “from within.” 

 

 “Learning support is an extension of the 
classroom experience and no longer 

happens in isolation.”    

Collaboration: Student and Adult Networks 
 

Authentic Learning & Interactions 
 

“Coming into classrooms while the classroom 
teachers take out students for one to one 

reading sessions is a practice I’ll continue next 
year.  The teachers have had the opportunity 

to build close relationships with struggling 
students.”  

 

“Some ideas were larger and some 
were smaller.  Some I could try out 

with the children I work with, some I 
would ‘bounce’ off my colleagues and 

some I would ‘stew’ on, and take 
more time to  consider how I could 

make it work.” 
“I asked my SA if she would take the classroom 
for 15 minutes during literacy centers or Talking 

Tables.” I now realize that I should have been the 
one originally working with my student.”  
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“It is wonderful to see young 
children proudly present their 

classroom work!”   

 

Metacognition: Intentional 
Teaching  

“We then decided it was important 
to schedule purposeful talking 

opportunities (teacher-student, 
student-student, small group, large 

group) throughout the day.”  

 

Metacognition: Pedagogy 
“The process of being engaged 

in teacher inquiry has been 
personally powerful and 

revolutionary.”  

 

Metacognition: Pedagogy 
“ I wanted to increase abstract art 

making experiences in the 
classroom. I then used these 
exercises as springboards for 
writing exercises rather than 

keeping them separate as I have 
done before.”  

 

Metacognition: Intentional 
Teaching  

“With consistent and regular 
communication with my case 

study’s parent, we have worked 
closely together over this past 

year and we have seen a 
magnificent progress and 
success in our student.”  

 

“By becoming more aware of 
one child’s uniqueness, we 

became more attuned to each 
child in the class in his/her own 

uniqueness.”  

 

Metacognition: Student & Adult 

“Most importantly, my student is able to pull meaning from 
what he is reading. He understands that this is why we read.”  



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I am beginning to understand, in a 
new and fresh way, the value of 

relationship building with my 
students.”  

 

 
“I am extremely grateful that I kept 
with it and developed a relationship 

with this student.”  

 

“Seeing her progress and becoming a 
confident learner over this past couple 

of months, I have become more 
inspired than ever.”  

 

 

“I have watched my student’s 
confidence build over the months.  She 
is eager to come to reading.  She is an 

equal participant within her small 
group.”  

 

 

“Time for thoughtful 
conversations allowed 
me to get to know the 

student, build a 
relationship with her so 

that I could create a 
personalized education 
strategy for her, to give 

her feedback and 
monitor her progress.”  

 
“It has turned our library into 
a special coveted place with 

shelves of books that are now 
as exciting to pick from as a 

candy store— incredible 
really.”   

 

“He is a really neat student that could 
easily be lost in the shuffle of a busy 
classroom because he is quiet and 

undemanding of teacher attention.”  
 

“As he is a year away from 
leaving our school, where he 
is generally accepted, to go 
to a larger school where he 
may  not be as accepted, I 
want him to continue to be 
the strong individual he is 
today.”   

 

 

SEL: Belonging, Relationships & Connectedness 
 

Once I began to build a connection with this 
student his motivation to read increased and he 

became more self-regulated during other 
classroom activities.   

“The best thing I have learned from 
this project is that I need to build 
confidence in my students by 
focusing on what they already do 
well. Then new learning can 
proceed when they are relaxed and 
engaged.”  
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“As we became more 
aware of the needs of J, 

her needs evolved as 
well.”  

 

“My student …did not seem 
to enjoy reading and I 

wondered if…what we were 
asking him to read was not 

about anything he is 
interested in.”  

 

“…is willing to show she is 
not sure of something now, 
which I take as a huge leap 

in confidence.”  
 

“Reading is now an experience: 
exciting, engaging and 

connected.”  
 

“When Bailey saw herself as “a rock star”, she was more 
willing to demonstrate the ability to read unseen, 

instructional level text in class.”  
 

Student Engagement 
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“…self-regulated learners are 

strategic”  
 

 
“As a class we call it “Hmm…” 

time .”  
 

“My focus child held his pencil 
properly, and literally dove into his 
imaginative landscape as he quietly 
talked about what he was drawing.”  

 

“A connection I made was to the element of 
choice and just how important choice is when 

encouraging literacy development in children.”  

menu 

Self-regulation 

Play & Active Learning 

Co-construction of Learning & Choice 
 

 

“ I am not interested in books.  
Books aren’t fun.  People are trying 

to get me to look at a book and stop 
me from hav’in fun.”   

“The best thing I have learned from this project is that I need to build 
confidence in my students by focusing on what they already do well. Then 

new learning can proceed when they are relaxed and engaged.”  
 

“The strategy that we found 
to be most helpful was 

glomming on to the  
interests of J.”  
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“The implementation of literature 
circles enabled us to see how we could 

meet the needs of all the learners in 
our classroom.”  

 

“…I have been working on 
having students learn to be 
mindful of their reading so 

that they learn to read 
purposefully.”  

 

“Because this particular group is 
generally strong academically, 

they have often been left to 
independent working, knowing 

that they can fulfill the task 
expected.”  

 

“Students became motivated by 
each other.”  

 

“It is a simple strategy but 
seems to have built 
confidence and most 
importantly made the 
group/buddy reading 
enjoyable for the student.”  

 

“I really focused on getting him to ask 
himself,  “Does what I read make 

sense?  Does it sound right?  Does it 
look right?”  

 “To combat this problem I 
decided I needed to enlist the 
help of home.  It was 
paramount that they were in 
the same boat as my student 
and myself, rowing in the 
same direction.”  
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Collaboration: Student and Adult Networks 
 



 

 

 

  

“I think our class made books 
have increased their belief in 
themselves as readers and 

given them an opportunity to 
view themselves as successful 

readers.”  
 

“Working with big buddy classes from 
both our school and local middle 

school and community Elders helped 
the students view learning as a 

community.”  
 

“They are much more 
willing to participate as they 

are confident they will be 
able to read the material 

successfully and not 
struggle in front of their 

peers.”  
 

 
“Now I have 13 out of 20 
kids bring their tablets of 

some sort to school.”  
 

“I want to tell you about my journey trying to focus on the joy 
of books and helping children to really see themselves as 

readers.”  
 

“Over the past few months I have watched Sir Raven develop into a 
powerful oral language and, recently, writing tool.”  
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Authentic Learning & Interactions 
 

“Some days they are all doing different things, some days they all decide 
to do the same thing at the same time.”  
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“Students would then read their 
text to their partner, who had been 
coached to help the reader by being 
a listener and a reflector 
afterwards.”  

 

“Metacognition: Intentional teaching  
“Yeah, he is starting to make meaning 

of what he is reading.”   
 

 

Metacognition: Intentional 
teaching  
“Regularly sharing with your 
students how you go about 
completing a task, any task, is 
perhaps the single most 
impactful thing that you can 
do as a teacher.”   

 

Metacognition: Pedagogy  
“I made an effort to include 

appreciative references to aboriginal 
culture throughout the day and to 

include aboriginal examples in maths, 
aboriginal perspectives in socials, 

science, art and read alouds.”  
 

“This student’s posture, frequency of 
contribution and speaking volume 

increased noticeably in the context of 
aboriginal content..”  

  
 

“– keep digging; keep trying 
different things to engage the 
student.”  

 

“The Elders really helped the students understand 
learning comes through stories, drum songs, hands on 
experiences and practice, listening and observing; the 
children were amazed how far back some traditional 

stories originated from and much learning can be 
passed on by stories.”  

 

Metacognition: Student & Adult 

SEL: Belonging, Relationships & Connectedness 
 

“We are surprised at the incredible 
enthusiasm he brings to our meetings, and 

he is proud to show how he is using the 
reading strategies and writing tools and 

writing strategies we have been helping him 
learn.”  

 
 

“This inquiry has reminded me 
to make sure that I put in the 

forefront of all I do with 
students the relationships and 
connections as these are the 

building blocks to making 
students feel capable and 

contributing.”   
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“My student was having so much 
fun that she was forgetting her lack 
of confidence and was reading with 
expression and joy.”  

 

“So I decided to use his passion to 
improve his reading and I was met 
with great success.”   

 

“They have memorized the 
stories patterns and are actively 
reading along, not just looking 
at the picture and flipping the 

pages.” 
 

“Students got ideas for writing by 
hearing what other students 

wrote.” 
 

 
“…other students became motivated to read a book 
that they may have never picked up otherwise.”   
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Student Engagement 

“Creating his own books sparked an 
excitement in Ollie that permeated to 

other kids in the classroom and creating 
individual books became a popular center 

time choice for many.”  
 

“I believe that the process of writing 
down and asking her to expand on her 
thoughts provided her with the belief 

that what she had to say had value and 
that I truly listened to her.”  



 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

“I have seen a huge 
improvement in her self-

monitoring since I started this.”  
 

“I found a magic rice bag at home 
that I did not use and brought it in.”  

 

“I learned about beach reading and 
rock star reading.”  

 

“We recorded her reading on an 
iPad and allowed her to see herself 
reading so well.”   

 

“I resorted to a reward system. 
It has taken off and she loves it!  
I’ll call it the Gem Strategy.”  

 

“Recently we sat in our Enchanted Forest and read Raven 
Legends. Students then went off on their own to create cinquain 

poems about Ravens.”  
 

“I know that my focus student loves 
to act, sing and perform (as do 
many of my other students) so I 
thought I would introduce story 

drama.”  
 

Self-regulation 

Play & Active Learning 

“One little boy, who barely speaks and 
isn't yet writing more than his name, was 
playing a zombie in a friend's story and let 
out the biggest zombie roar that delighted 

us all.” 
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“One of the most powerful 
aspects of this practice has 
been seeing the kids take 
ownership of the books and 
their increased confidence in 
themselves.”  

 

“I resisted this urge though and 
instead decided that we would 

continue to do games and 
songs as a class and there 

would be choices in the class.”  
 

“Students were able to retain the skill self-regulation, by 
having the flexibility to move throughout the centres that 

they had learned.”  
 

Co-construction of Learning & Choice 
 

 

“Both a book walk and a book 
introduction allowed students to 
access prior knowledge, gave the 
students vocabulary to use when 

conversing about the book, which is 
especially important in a French 

Immersion classroom.”  

“Some days they are all doing different things, some days they 
all decide to do the same thing at the same time.”  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Letters 

Think about this… 
 



Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

Reading opportunities that foster success and ease, yield increased desirable risk taking reading behaviours 
and enjoyment. 
 
Prior to intervention, Bailey was a shy Gr 2 student who lacked confidence and didn’t demonstrate the ability 
to read unseen text independently.  She was a “successfully discontinued” Reading Recovery student who had 
a thorough book introduction before any new book, and she didn’t believe she could read unfamiliar text 
without an intro from teacher.  As well, she was reluctant to read 
her home reading package.  Reading wasn’t fun; it was a job. 
 
To address her engagement & lack of confidence, Coral 
(Classroom Teacher) structured opportunities for Student to read 
with young “buddies” (Preschool and K age children).  When Bailey 
saw herself as “a rock star” (successfully reading, inciting 
excitement in her buddies, reading with fluency & expression) she 
was more willing to demonstrate the ability to read unseen, 
instructional level text in class. 
 
Coral & Elaine (Learning Support Teacher) worked with groups of 3-
6 and focused on self regulation/reading behaviours in small group 
settings.  This provided us the opportunity to target specific 
reading/writing skills, identify & correct any “quirky” reading 
behaviours that might have impeded progress & helped Bailey to 
generalize skills from 1:1… to small group… to whole class settings. 
 
She loves to read now. 
She’s comfortable reading to anybody. 
She was EMPOWERED by the buddy reading because she no longer sees reading as a chore.  She sees it as 
meaningful and rewarding. 
She’s excited to read to her buddy, whether buddy is an adult, same age or younger student. 
She demonstrates improved peer relationship skills and is more outgoing, socially. 
 
As well, the whole class demonstrates improved ability to focus and complete their buddy reading routines 
without prompting for attention & focus. 
 

Coral Wagner and Elaine McEachern 
60- Peace River North 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  “Will buddy reading opportunities improve self-regulation 
and engagement in reading?” 
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back student engagement 

      back collaboration  



 

 

Message to my BC colleagues 
 
I feel that the collaboration between the classroom teacher and the learning support teacher has had 
the most significant impact on the case study student’s literacy development.  We have made it practice, 
that we meet on a weekly basis to discuss the literacy teaching that is happening in the classroom as 
well as planning the next steps for the students as well as specifically for the case-study student.  We 
also team teach in the classroom, 3 times a week.  The opportunity to observe one another as well as 
the students has been very beneficial so that the strategies that are being taught can be carried on 
throughout the day.  The struggling readers are supported by both the classroom teacher and the 
Learning Support Teacher in the 
classroom.  Both teachers know the 
students literacy strengths and 
weaknesses and support the students in 
the classroom in their areas of need.  We 
are participating in two book study 
groups, “Catching Readers Before They 
Fall” and “Daily Five” that focus on 
literacy so that we can collaboratively 
use the strategies in the classroom.  The 
quality of literacy instruction has 
improved due to the opportunity to grow as a teacher of reading along with the classroom teacher.  
Collaboration is a powerful tool that is available to all teachers and makes a significant impact on the 
teaching and learning of all involved in the process. 
 
 

Margo Reinders 
6- Rocky Mountain 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: If the classroom teacher and learning support teacher 
collaborate, on a multitude of levels, will our case study student’s reading ability improve?  
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back  



Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

What did we do?  We began our journey with research.  We read 
everything we could on oral language!  We then decided it was important 
to schedule purposeful talking opportunities (teacher-student, student-
student, small group, large group) throughout the day.  These talking times 
included topics such as:  weekend events, holidays, books read, favourite 
page of a book, sharing personal writing, exploration centre dialogues (ex. 
how can you make the cars go faster?  Who lives in the castle? What 
happened at recess today?).  
 
What did we learn?  On our journey we learned the importance of having 
another professional in the room (speech and language pathologist, 

Resource centre support teacher).   This allowed the teacher valuable one-on-one working time with the focus student, 
whereby thoughtful conversations could occur.  
We already knew the importance of using open- ended questions (Tell me about what you are building?) but learned 
the skills of extending conversations, listening to the student speak (for ex., allowing me to focus on modeling proper 
word pronunciation, questioning for more detail or building his vocabulary).  I learned the importance of being a great 
listener (with another adult in the room I could focus on that child and identify threads of conversation that lead to 
teachable moments).  I learned oral language must be taught, modeled and practiced many times throughout the day.  
These lessons transferred into his daily work (for ex., building his vocabulary, during our conversation “jet” plane 
transferred to his writing!).  
 
Teachers must become focused listeners letting the students lead the way into conversations within a rich, inviting 
learning environment.  We know the importance of oral language for future success in reading.  Children with 
developed oral language ability are able to recognize and produce rhyming words and identify beginning sounds in 
words (both important skills for learning to read).  We learned that students must feel listened to.  Respectful listening 
must be taught (for ex. use of beanbag or a stuffed animal at their turn, and teach whole body listening, questioning 
techniques and so on). 
 
What happened?  I see my student’s oral language skills greatly improved.  He now often talks using complete 
thoughts (sentences) with a larger bank of vocabulary.  He volunteers to speak to the class!  
I see improved phonological awareness (beginning and ending sounds written,). He is beginning to see writing as talk 
written down (for ex. he is beginning to use basic sentences in his writing).  
I see improved confidence in all that he does!   
We all talk in classrooms, but really listening to our students and engaging them in conversations, extending their 
thinking, enriching their vocabulary truly does make a huge difference.  Classroom teachers need the support of 
another professional adult to make this happen.  You cannot be a focused, thoughtful listener, when you are scanning 
the room and helping other students in between.  Oral language, one-on-one opportunities, without interruptions, is 
imperative for success. 
 
What’s next?  The next step for me is to develop my assessment tools.   
*I have developed a check list to ensure my oral language teaching times are focused and that I remember all the 
different types of strategies (Begin to use this checklist). 
*Use checklists and anecdotal notes to ensure conversations with all students (one on one) each day. 
*use Audio Memo (iPad) to record conversations beginning, middle and end of year to assess growth in oral language 
skills. 
I have learned the true importance of Inquiry into one’s teaching. Thank you for giving me this time to reflect upon my 
practice!!!  
Primary teacher 
44- North Vancouver 

 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Will more intentional scheduling and scaffolding of thoughtful conversations for the student, lead to improved oral 
language skills? 
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back authentic learning 

back metacognition 



 

Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

Letter to colleagues 
My focus child said to me, “I can’t do this.” as he dropped his pencil on the floor. He tried again, making messy marks 
across the page, longing to make controlled letters and failing each time. When he began to draw a picture, he quit, 

complaining of not being able to make it look like the real thing. I wanted to find 
other more playful methods of using words to  inspire student learning. 
Art activities that are focussed away from realism may have the answer to a 
student’s lack self confidence. A scribble drawing morphed into a painting freed 
the kids up from failure because they had to work from random lines. This 
painting become a source for a story writing exercise. 

 

This year I chose an inquiry question around art making and literacy. I wanted 

to increase abstract art making experiences in the classroom. I then used these exercises as springboards for 

writing exercises rather than keeping them separate as I have done before. The writing exercises that evolved 

from the art making were intended to be freer (no script lines, no sentence structure guides, phonetic printing 

and intuitive punctuation). I then received a correspondence from a professor from U Vic who is researching 

drawing and literacy. Instead of continuing with abstract and non-objective drawing exercises, I began to use free 

drawing at 9 am at school. Instead of going to the carpet for teacher guided puppetry and letter of the week 

discussions, the children went to their desks without prompting, and drew. They had complete freedom in their 

drawing tools, subject, and composition etc. Every single child began to draw and was completely engaged within 

5 minutes. My study child, who usually delayed starting by becoming distracted with others, complaining he 

cannot do it, and getting frustrated at his results, sat down and began to draw freely.  His anxiety and boredom 

that I had seen countless times before were nonexistent. My focus child held his pencil properly, and literally 

dove into his imaginative landscape as he quietly talked about what he was drawing. The SEA and myself walked 

around the room assisting by scribing stories and printing out words upon request. After many of these drawing 

exercises, a few weeks later, we began to created individual sentences using the student own choice of story line 

in their own drawing. Tyson filled every drawing page with images, he showed a sophisticate understanding of 

story telling and he narrated the image. He was motivated to print out “what is happening” not even thinking it 

was a printing exercise. He treated this type of printing very differently from his “sign in” book. Tyson is never 

finished his drawings. We have even attached a second page to the first to continue the story. 

When he can begin with his own idea, incorporating his natural sense of humour (instead of me suppressing it) 

and directing it into an activity rather than a resistant behaviour to an activity, he is engaged. The students are 

more willing to write descriptive sentences when given a variety of letter topic words that they can choose from 

(scaffolding). Students are more self confident in using their own ideas rather than trying to recreate what I draw 

or from a picture. 

I still want to give the students a chance to talk about their work with the rest of the class and have not yet done 

this. The free drawing exercise has blossomed into something far bigger than I expected and I have now drawn 

extension activities from this process. What it has done is take away the child’s fear of failure by creating a 

stimulating and self directed environment that enabled the child to work “from within.” and best of all, Tyson is 

now printing and self motivated during these times. 

Primary teacher 
50- Haida Gwai 
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back authentic learning 

back metacognition 

back play & active learning 



Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

We approached our inquiry question by looking at the key characteristics of self-regulated learners, as 
developed by Nancy Perry, and using them as our guiding framework. 
  
- First, self-regulated learners are meta-cognitive, i.e., aware of their strengths, stretches & supports as 
learners. So, through regular one-on-one assessments & conferencing, we worked with Christopher to 
determine and discuss with him what he already did well as a reader, what he needed to work on next, 
why it was important, and how we would support him to close the gap and reach his goals. 
- Secondly, self-regulated learners are motivated, i.e., intrinsically focused on personal progress, willing 
to try challenging tasks, and persistent. We worked on developing a growth mindset with Christopher, 
always praising him for his efforts, stamina, and courage in tackling new challenges. We used the Daily 5 
organizational framework and literacy centres to build choice and give him a sense of ownership of his 
own learning.  
-Thirdly, self-regulated learners are strategic, i.e., have a repertoire of strategies and know how, when & 
why to use a particular strategy. We explicitly taught and modeled strategies for reading accuracy and 
comprehension, e.g., from the CAFÉ menu, Reading 44, and Reading Power. We created a variety of 
visual tools (bookmarks, sets of keys, class CAFÉ chart) as references for Christopher to help him make 
the strategies his own. 
 
Christopher began Grade 1 as an unconfident, reserved student who was very hesitant to take risks in 
his learning. His knowledge of letter names and sound/symbol associations was very minimal. He is now 
reading independently at close to grade level in French Immersion, is writing with steadily growing 
confidence, and is happily willing to share his journal texts with his peers. 
 
While our initial mandate was to carefully observe the 
case study student and make a shift in our practice to 
help that individual, we actually found that all our 
students benefitted. By becoming more aware of one 
child’s uniqueness, we became more attuned to each 
child in the class in his/her own uniqueness. As we 
created opportunities for our case study student, we 
created opportunities for all our students.  

 

Joan Stephens and Mary Krywiak  
37- Delta 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
What will happen to our student’s engagement and achievement in reading when we develop his 
repertoire of self-regulation strategies?  
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back metacognition 

back self-regulation 



 

 

 

Message to my BC colleagues 
 

 

Over the last eight months, I have attempted to engage all 
of my kindergarten students oral language development in 
a more progressive child initiated base approach. I have 
engaged in class wide self-reviews attempting to develop a 
tonne of self-regulation and “stop and think” personal 
learning.  At first I continued to have a rapid series of “I’m 
Done! Now What!” approaches to completing classroom 
work but as the weeks passed I noticed a slower, more 
focused proud pace to completion and a need to “check 
your work” and self-correct and review. As a class we call it 
“Hmm…” time which translates into #1 looking at our work 
to see if it sounds and looks like something that the 

student is proud of and could discuss #2 something that you could confidently turn and talk to a 
tablemate sharing/talking/discussing the student’s personal work. The general tone of oral 
language seems to be stronger and healthier. The students seem to truly crave the peer 
discussion period of our day and ask to turn and talk even when we are engaging in math or 
science.  At first it was a little loud and chaotic with lots of reminders about what we are sharing 
but it soon turned into a much quieter, focused social sharing presentation. It is wonderful to 
see young children proudly present their classroom work! 
 

Jill Prins 
34- Abbotsford 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Can effective oral language instruction adjust the neural plasticity of the brain in Early 
Childhood?  
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

Working with a reluctant student has encouraged me to 
become a more reflective and flexible teacher.  It has 
provided me with a deeper understanding of my 
personal philosophy and teaching style.  I definitely feel 
more connected with my colleagues and am honestly 
taking ownership for the learning of my students.   
 
I have made a commitment to build a positive and 
encouraging relationship with the parents in the 
classroom.  With consistent and regular 
communication with my case study’s parent, we have 
worked closely together over this past year and we 
have seen a magnificent progress and success in our 
student.  We met regularly once a month and discuss 
and share ideas on things we can both work on at home 
and at school.  We also allowed the student an 
opportunity to tell us things that she is proud of and 
enjoys at school during our meeting.    
 
During my case study, I provided many one-on-one 
opportunities to my student throughout the day.  I 
regularly took time to read to her alone, consistently 
had our morning or end-of-the-day check-ins and 

provided her with many peer-to-peer learning opportunities.  She thoroughly enjoyed playing with the 
many new, fun, encouraging and purposeful materials (colorful pasta, sparkly paint, glittery jewels and 
treasures) in the classroom.   With these meaningful materials, she was able to explore, create and share 
meaningful stories and continued to show growth as an engaged and confident learner.   
 
Her attitude and confidence have flourished over this time.  She laughs at her mistakes and has fun with 
her learning.  She is able to ask for help, and knows the specific area in which she needs help with and is 
certain of what she CAN do, (example: I can do the first part of the S but not the bottom), rather than 
feeling and being helpless.  She is happier and more enthusiastic, has expanded her circle of friends and 
has taken pride into her work and achievements.  She is able to sing and read using her loud, happy and 
confident voice.  She has become a real leader in the classroom. 
 
Seeing her progress and becoming a confident learner over this past couple of months, I have become 
more inspired than ever.  I can’t wait to see her strive even more in the coming months. 
 

Bonnie Yip 
38- Richmond 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Will consistent and daily one on one quality time enhance self-concept and oral language of a reluctant 
student?  
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

The process of being engaged in teacher inquiry has been personally powerful and revolutionary. 
The intentionality of looking into my teaching practice has been so important. I think it is essential that 
all teachers, at some point, look carefully into their practice with a critical lens. As students’ needs 
change over time, and as the culture within which our students are embedded evolves, it is important 
that we check ourselves regularly, assess the effectiveness of what we do and keep current with ongoing 
educational trends.  I have enjoyed the process of looking at what I do in my classroom, what strategies I 
use, and how I am continually assessing my students to meet their individual needs. This self-reflection 
allows me to implement the most relevant strategies in my classroom, explore new ideas, drop old ways 
of doing things if they no longer are useful. By conferencing, I am increasingly aware of my students as 
learners, and I am able to determine how to differentiate my instruction in order to meet their diverse 
needs as learners. How I meet the needs of my students, whether they are struggling, vulnerable or 
strong, has become a focus. As I have been conferencing with my particular case study student, I have 
really come to know his specific needs as a learner. Seeing how beneficial this is, I find that I have also 
started to conference more intentionally with all my students.  
 
I am beginning to understand, in a new and fresh way, the value of relationship building with my 
students. I know my students so well, and I really understand them as learners. Teachable moments 
come up all throughout the day, as I am having conversations with them. My awareness of their 
educational needs is always close to the surface. How powerful! I must admit that this really made 
report card writing much less of a difficult, tedious process. It was actually a refreshing process. I 
considered it a beautiful opportunity to articulate my knowledge and understanding of my students, and 
how I view them as learners. Knowing where my students were individually as learners, I did not need to 
rely so heavily on ‘report card assessments’.  
 
Although I started with a focus of trying to 
engage my readers by conferencing and providing 
choice, I am learning that perhaps it is MY own 
engagement in my teaching practice that is 
becoming beneficial to all. I am engaged in my 
choices, my strategies, being intentional in 
meeting my students’ needs. Have I noticed 
increased student engagement? Perhaps I have, 
but it may come from more from the 
strengthened relationships built than the 
particular strategies I use in my classroom aimed 
at teaching reading.  
 

Kim Hlagi 
46- Sunshine Coast 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  In what ways will my implementation of student-
centered strategies such as providing choice in reading material and environment, and one-to-one 
conferencing with my students improve the engagement of struggling readers in literacy activities in the 
classroom?   
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

My student was extremely introverted and unwilling to connect with me or other students at the beginning of 
the school year.  He had no self-regulation skills or skills of resiliency.  In fact, he would have seven or eight 
meltdowns daily in the class where he would crawl under a table and sob. He would not speak to me unless he 
absolutely had to.  Unfortunately, several members of our staff had given up on him saying that there was no 
point in even trying with him.  He had no desire to learn to read or write because he did not believe in himself, 
thinking that he would never learn.  I was determined not to give up on him and to develop a relationship with 
him.  At the beginning of each day I would say good morning to him and I would not even get a glance in my 
direction.  So, I began slowly by getting down into his face and following him as he put his things away and 
continued to say good morning in a non-confrontational, humorous and silly way.  Eventually, after several 
weeks of this, he couldn’t stand it anymore and he burst into laughter.  Then I tried the two by ten strategy of 
daily two minute conversations ten days in a row on topics that he was interested in.  I would make a point of 
stopping him twice a day and ask him direct questions which he would answer reluctantly.  Gradually though, 
he realized that he had my full attention and he began to seek me out 
during the day to have these conversations and he became the one 
who initiated the topic.  I began to discover that this student had a 
great sense of humour and a real silly side so I injected all of our 
conversations with humour.  I discovered that he reacted quite 
positively to silly sarcasm.   After a time, I tried the same strategy 
with his writing.  Treating the writing assignment like a conversation 
between us.  I would write a sentence and then he would write a 
sentence. Over the next weeks, he started to want me to write less 
and less, until eventually he came to me with his writing completely 
finished on his own.  In the last couple of months, there has been a 
dramatic change in this student’s attitude and behaviour.  He no 
longer has daily meltdowns.  In fact, it is rare for him to have even 
one during a week!  He is completely comfortable initiating 
conversation with me and with his peers.  He has made and 
maintained some real friendships within the class. He now even 
enjoys getting up in front of the class and sharing his ideas and his 
humour.  All of these positive changes to his attitude and behaviour 
have also had a direct impact on his confidence and belief in himself as a reader and writer.  Although his 
progress has been slow, it has been steady and he now willingly approaches reading and writing activities.  I am 
extremely grateful that I kept with it and developed a relationship with this student.  He has become a bright 
light in my day and I look forward to seeing what the future holds. 
 

Carol 
53- Okanagan Similkameen 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Will supporting our child in self-belief assist reading development? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

First, once I recognised my student’s overwhelming shyness and fear of speaking out or showing that she did 
not know something I made the effort to never put her on the spot.  Meanwhile I tried to take her aside and 
give individual instruction and attention for very attainable goals. Then, when I knew she was secure in her 
understanding, I tried to give her a chance to share her knowledge with the classroom, thus inviting her into 
our classroom community of learners. 
 
 
Parallel to this, I worked to find the right combination of students for her reading group. I chose two other slow 
processors, who also lacked confidence and seemed 
very tenuous about what they knew.  One has a 
profound speech delay.  The other one likely has a 
learning disability as she does not retain letter 
recognition and knows a sight word one day yet it may 
well have left her the next day or even the next hour.  
Between the three of them they have created a 
meaningful, collaborative support group.  While my 
original goal was to find a good “emotional” fit, it has 
turned out to be a group who are now of somewhat 
equal reading ability.  The way in which they help each 
other has been paramount to all of their successes. 
 
I have watched my student’s confidence build over the months.  She is eager to come to reading.  She is an 
equal participant within her small group.  She is often a helper for the others.  More importantly, she is 
willing to show she is not sure of something now, which I take as a huge leap in confidence.  She volunteers to 
read beginning readers in front of the class.   I have heard from the library teacher, that she now is willing to 
make contributions to discussions about story predictions in the library.  Her confidence is leading her into 
further learning, as she now does not invest so much energy into covering up what she does not know! 

 

Kim Richmond 
35- Langley 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
How will my student’s sense of safety in the classroom increase if I pre-load her with information before she 
gets into her reading group or is expected to provide outputs? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 
 

I think the thing that worked best for me was that I tried to find 15 minutes per day to spend one to one with 
my focus student where I could be away from the classroom busyness (my CEA helper supervised part of 
Centers time in the room) and just really observe what the child could do and improvise which would be the 
most needed strategy to move him forward into more complex texts.  We began by just reviewing alphabet 

letter sounds every time until they were automatic (he had not gone to 
Kindergarten and did not know any when he arrived in grade one).  Then we 
began with just pop out the beginning sound of the word to begin 
awareness of unknown words.  Later when he really began to read I used 
other strategies like “skip out the unknown word and read on”—he actually 
had a good sense of story in his head and was good at making word 
predictions from context.  Later I used covering up part of the word as a 
strategy so he could begin to decode longer words like words with endings 
and compound words.   
 
I so much enjoyed being able to take the time to get to know my student’s 
personal interests and knowledge about things by talking to him about the 
stories and he making connections to his own experience.  He is a really 
neat student that could easily be lost in the shuffle of a busy classroom 
because he is quiet and undemanding of teacher attention.  He is a really 

capable learner with a good memory for things he has practiced and I do think the key to his progress was the 
one to one uninterrupted time for a short period every day.  It also gave me a fifteen minutes time to slow 
down and restore my own sanity for a brief moment every day. 
  

Gr.1 teacher 
67- Oakanagan Skaha 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
If I spend time coaching my student on three strategies (1. Pop out the first three sounds, 2. Skip the unknown 
word and reread and 3. Use information from the pictures) will that improve his reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

Dear Colleague, 
 
My student is a young man who did not seem to enjoy reading and I wondered if part of the reason was that 
what we were asking him to read was not about anything he is interested in.   I am the principal at my school 
so I asked L’s classroom teacher if I could spend some one-on-one time with him to explore his interests and 
maybe discover some reading materials with him.   On a more personal level, I was this child’s kindergarten 

teacher and I have watched him develop into a confident person who as a 
grade four student explains to others that he is transgendered.  I wanted to 
spend time with L in my new role to reconnect with him so that he knows I 
support him.  As he is a year away from leaving our school, where he is 
generally accepted, to go to a larger school where he may not be as 
accepted, I want him to continue to be the strong individual he is today.  I 
want him to know that I will always be someone he can talk with if he needs 
to. 
We began by exploring magazines in search of text about L’s interests: 
fashion, make-up, and shoes.   We found lots of pictures and lots of 
advertising but not much reading material.  L also loves fairy tales, especially 
fractured fairy tales.  So L decided we would spend our limited time together 
creating a new version of Sleeping Beauty with the twist being that the spell 
was cast by mistake and everything that follows is a series of 
misunderstandings.  He will read his new tale to as many audiences as we can 

find.  If I had more time with L, I would love to see if he could create his own text about fashion or makeup by 
using images as the springboard for writing a review or his own advertisement.  I will be asking L how he feels 
our time together has helped him (if at all) and asking what form he might want our time together to take next 
year.    
  

Marie Doiron 
49- Central Coast 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
How can I use student interest to motivate them as readers and writers? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

This year I noticed an overwhelming disconnect—many students in my class did not seem to have a 
joy of reading.  They viewed it as “hard work” or something “they had to do” which lacked a 
purpose and did not seem to bring them much enjoyment. So this is where I started. My goal: help 
children see the joy that reading can bring; give them the confidence to try; help them view 
themselves as readers. 

 
I wanted to provide these students with as many different experiences with books as possible. Yes, I 
did the usual Shared Reading, Read Alouds, Guided Reading, phonological awareness activities, but 
what I added to my program this year was the one on one connection, a special allocated time with 
me or other adults in our school to cozy up in the library and read, talk, interact, and respond to 
literature.   This special reading time has become one of my students’ favourite parts of the day. 
Reading is now an experience: exciting, engaging and connected. Having an adult mentor to model 

the joy of reading has given students 
confidence to try on their own.  It has 
turned our library into a special coveted 
place with shelves of books that are now 
as exciting to pick from as a candy 
store— incredible really. 
 
In September, I asked one little boy in my 
class what he liked about reading, his 
response was: “not much”. I recently 
finished a reading conference with this 
same boy and at the end of our time 

together he exclaimed, “I love reading!” 
And, I jumped for joy. To see this child’s face light up, to see how inquisitive he has become, to see 
this confident reader in front of me – devouring new books – is amazing. 
 

Grade 1/2 teacher 
34- Abbotsford 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
What differences to I notice in the joy of reading when I implement additional daily one to one 
reading experiences and conferencing? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

My inquiry project is/was/turned out to be about creating time for thoughtful conversations.  It started with 
oral language and morphed into peer mentoring, but the overall thread was the continued conversations. 
 
My inquiry subject was a shy, anxious girl who had big gaps in her vocabulary (due to another language other 
than English spoken at home).  We started with an emphasis in oral language in class to see if we could boost 
her oral language vocabulary.   
Through more conversations, I realized how shy, unconfident, and lonely she was.  We then had her reinforcing 
her reading skills by having her read to a boy with autism in class.  Her confidence was boosted and the boy 

enjoyed having her attention.  During one of these reading 
sessions, another girl asked if she could get in on the fun 
and she mentored my test subject (bringing in books from 
home that she thought the girl might enjoy).  Both of these 
girls were a bit socially awkward so it gave them both an 
opportunity to form a friendship because the emphasis was 
on reading, not themselves. 
My test subject also spends time with the Student Services 
teacher.  The SS teacher tells me that for the first 15 
minutes of each session, they chat.  These talks allow the 
student to vent her anxiety, use her friendship skills, and to 
practice her oral language.   
The CR4YR format also allowed me time for thoughtful 

conversations with the SS teachers and also supportive and knowledgeable educators on the team.   
 
Time for thoughtful conversations allowed me to get to know the student, build a relationship with her so 
that I could create a personalized education strategy for her, to give her feedback and monitor her progress. 
 

Greg Miyanaga 
43- Coquitlam 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
If I set aside time for conversations with a beginning reader, will it help her reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

As you can see, our inquiry question evolved over the year. As we became more aware of the needs of J, our 
focus student, her needs evolved as well. As her confidence grew over the months, so did her social skills. Or 
perhaps it is the other way around: improved social skills begat more confidence. 
 
The strategy that we found to be most helpful was glomming on to the interests of J, which was a passion for 

all things princess and castle.  In an interview early in 
the school year, J told me that she loved princesses, not 
princes, just princesses.  So this is where our emphasis 
was for J throughout the year. This morning at our 
CR4YR meeting, I was saying that the success with J 
seemed to have happened despite us or our strategies, 
but then I was reminded of the specific activities that 
we had done that also affected the whole class: 1) 
creating a castle centre with cardboard castle, princess 
costume, tiaras, knight costume (non-gender specific, 
btw); 2) having a tea party with a royal theme where 
social skills were emphasized; 3) reading stories 
regarding Social-Emotional Learning; 4) role-playing 

how to make friends. 
 
Indeed, though this project happened as a way to support the learning of one child, it has been the entire class 
that has, to varying degrees, reaped some of its benefits. 
  

JLM 
36- Surrey 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Initial question ~ 
If I explicitly teach social-emotional strategies (i.e. social interactions with peers; asking for help; problem 
solving) focused on building a safe and inclusive classroom community, in what ways will Jodi become a more 
confident and articulate speaker? 
 
Revised Inquiry question ~ 
How will providing opportunities to improve oral language skills (focusing on articulation) increase Jodi’s 
confidence in speaking? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

As a Learning Support Teacher, the CR4YR sessions have been the impetus for me to question some of my 
practices.  The typical format for learning support sessions for the last thirty years of my teaching experience 
has been pull-out small group sessions.  Students are keen to come out of class and enjoy the sessions, but are 
often missing core curriculum.  Of equal importance, they are missing out on time spent with their teacher.  
Though students receiving learning support are being taught reading strategies and seem to attain mastery at 
the time, many students are re-referred for learning support a year or two later. 
 
During this school year, I’ve been going into the classrooms of two teachers while they take their case study 
students out of class.  During my time in these classrooms 
I’ve been able to ‘check in’ with students who’ve received 
learning support in the past.  I’ve had the opportunity to 
work with these and other students who I may never have 
met.  We’ve reviewed reading strategies and talked about 
goals to become more effective readers.  I’ve enjoyed these 
sessions in the classroom, particularly the opportunity to 
connect with all students. 
 
Coming into classrooms while the classroom teachers take 
out students for one to one reading sessions is a practice I’ll 
continue next year.  The teachers have had the opportunity to build close relationships with struggling 
students. 
 
This experience has also confirmed to me the importance and necessity for all primary teachers to be trained 
in the teaching of reading strategies.  This sort of teacher training should not be limited to those teachers who 
are providing ‘Early Literacy Intervention’.  The strategies are key for all students to become successful, 
independent readers. 
 
In summary, CR4YR has been an invaluable learning experience, as what could be better than making positive 
changes in practice to benefit all students? 
 
 

Learning Support Teacher, K-5 
67- Okanagan-Skaha 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

There has been a significant shift in my practice as a learning support teacher as a result of my participation in 
CRYR.  I have moved to a more collaborative approach that is flexible in nature.  Support can look like 
modelling a reading lesson in a classroom, co- teaching a reading strategy, working with a guided reading 
group in the classroom, working with a guided reading group in the literacy room or pull out intensive, daily 1:1 
support for the most vulnerable grade 1 student.    

 
Teachers, students and parent volunteers share a 
common language and understanding about what 
readers do.   Learning support is an extension of the 
classroom experience and no longer happens in 
isolation.   I no longer have to consider the issue of 
transference of skills from the learning support setting 
to the classroom because of this common practice.  
Support is flexible and responsive to the changing 
needs of the students as adults no longer have a 
predetermined view of what this support will look like. 
  
At its core, CRYR is about the power of collaboration.  

Working together, teachers, learning support teachers and administrators reflect, brainstorm, plan and 
evaluate their teaching decisions.  Participants learn from each other, strengthen their practice and experience 
improved outcomes for all students 
 

 
Learning Support teacher 
62- Sooke 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
How can we best utilize support so as to see an increase in student engagement and improved outcomes for all 
students. 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 

As a participant in CR4YR in 2012/2013 and as an Early Reading Advocate this year, I have had the 
pleasure to participate in the richest, transformational Professional Development I have ever 
experienced.  My goal this year was to bring as much of the collective knowledge and wisdom of Faye 
Brownlie, Randy Cranston, Laura Tait, Kimberly Schonert-Reikl and Paige Fisher to the children and 
teachers of our district.  We also hosted a professional book club in our sessions - the  book we chose 
was by Regie Routman, “Literacy and Learning Lessons: from a long time teacher”.  From each 
session, both locally and the provincial network meetings, I would come away with bits and pieces. 
Some ideas were larger and some were smaller.  Some I could try out with the children I work with, 
some I would ‘bounce’ off my colleagues and some I would ‘stew’ on, and take more time to 
consider how I could make it work. Over the course of the year, the bits and pieces became mini 
inquiry questions:  

How can I promote a more connected learning environment for children?  
I accepted a new role this year as a ‘Reading Intervention’ teacher and was assigned to two schools.   My job is to support struggling 
readers in grades kindergarten to grade 3.  My goal was to ensure that I connected with the classroom teacher on a daily basis, learned 
as much as I could about their literacy programs and fostered continuity for the most vulnerable students.  
Traditionally,  the ‘reading intervention teacher’ would work with a group 30 minutes, then the Sped teacher would work with the same 
group 30 minutes, 3 times a week (yes, struggling students would be out of the classroom 60 minutes, 3x/week) . With the support of 
the Special Ed teacher in one school, we sat together and decided that she would take the most vulnerable children (grade 2 students 
beginning to learn letters/sounds), as she was in the school 4 days a week and I was only in the school 2 mornings. This way, they had 
the consistency they deserved.  Next, I talked with the teachers of the students I was working with and offered either a pull-in model or 
a pull-out model.  Some chose pull-in, some chose pull-out, but I wasn’t worried because I then explained how important it was that the 
children experienced consistency and I began to work with each teacher learning their literacy program.  I also made sure that I had a 
quick 2-3 minute chat with each teacher about what we worked on, what the teacher was noticing and what we would work on next.  
What we learned was, the most vulnerable children when given consistent, daily support make the greatest gains.  It is truly amazing 
the progress, confidence and joy in the children who worked with the Sped teacher on a program tailored directly to their needs. We 
also learned that common language and shared understanding of good literacy instruction can be maintained by daily mini 
conversations (imagine if we had real collaboration time 
How will spending time talking with students 1-1 help to build relationships and foster a caring environment?  
Being in two new schools and unfamiliar with the children and teachers, I decided to spend the first few days in the classroom (this way 
I was able to get to know the children in their environment and I to observe the teacher’s literacy program).  I then sat with each 
student 1-1 and asked them a few questions (Do you like reading? Why/Why not? What makes reading easy? What makes reading 
hard? What kind of books do you like? Who do you read to at home? Who reads to you?).  Next, I shared the answers with the 
classroom teachers.  They were thrilled to know a little more about their students and it gave me an opportunity to share with teachers 
the reason for my interview.  What I learned was the interview not only gave us a starting point for literacy instruction (interests, 
struggles, worries) it was beginning building relationships with the children and with their teachers too!  
What if I increase choice in small group/1-1 reading by scouring the school library for ‘just right’ books? How will this promote joy in 
reading, interest and success? My goal with pulling books from the library shelves was to place more authentic texts in children’s hands 
(Regie and Faye both spoke to this).  I find that, we too often rely on commercially created books that provide us leveled text but are of 
little interest to children.  This was especially true with one little girl I worked with in a grade two class (the teacher and I both work in 
the class on guided reading at the same time). She was always very reluctant to read,  the little books were of no interest to her. I 
brought in 5 library books and her eyes lit up.  I told her to choose a book, but first to look through them all and decide which one she 
wanted to start with.  She read it cover to cover without hesitation! What was even more interesting was the children working in their 
desks behind her, peeking over her shoulder to see what she was reading.  The library books not only captured her interest but the 
interest of several other children in the class as well.  I now bring a stack of books in with me from the school library and leave the ones 
the student have read in the class.  
What if I focus on meaning? How will this support children in developing strategies for decoding unknown words?  
My mantra this year has been “reading needs to make sense”. When working with students we have talked a lot about why we read, 
why authors write,  and the purpose of story.  We have spent a great deal of time on strategies that use context for unknown words 
(read-on, re-read,) and we have talked about what the author has written and what word would make sense.  I have been delighted 
when a child looks up at me when s/he has tried a word that didn’t fit and they noticed!  We have also taken time to talk about the 
story as we are reading (make connections, ask questions, infer, summarize, reflect).  Thank-you Faye for the ‘think aloud’ and Pat 
Johnson for reaffirming the importance of developing reading processes that give equal value to meaning.  Some of the bigger 
questions I have considered ... How can we begin to share the history of local FNations culture in the context of literacy and learning? 
How can we promote assessment for learning practices to support teachers in literacy instruction?   I am not sure who learned more 
this year me, my colleagues or my students.  I know that I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as an Advocate and am very grateful 
for the opportunity to work and learn with a diverse and dedicated group of professionals who really do have the best interests of 
children at heart. 

 

Wendy, 34- Abbotsford 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  What will happen if I bring all that I am learning in Changing Results for Young 

Readers into my teaching practice as a Early Literacy Support Teacher? How will this effect the children and how will it support the 

teachers that I work with? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 I would like to tell you a story about a little girl who comes to 
school ready to learn and always happy on the outside, but to 
my amazement a little girl who is actually struggling. In the 
beginning everything seemed alright. She appeared confident, 
had high self-esteem and was independent. She loved to read 
and write. Her assessments would tell that she was on track and 
moving along with her peers.  
 However, as time went by I noticed a little laugh would appear 
when you asked her to read something and she would stop 
often.  She became reluctant to read and write in her journal or 
would take a long time at any given task she was given. I noticed 
her becoming less independent and continuously asking for 

help. I began to sit more often with her and noticed she was unable to sound out words or use strategies to 
help with her reading. Although we would go over strategies every day with the class she was just not getting 
her work done.  
 As teachers, when we discover a student struggling and following behind we are automatically concerned and 
think if only I had extra help with this particular student. If we are lucky we have an SA (Student Assistant) 
come into our classrooms and works with us. I am lucky to be one of those teachers. I have an SA come into my 
room for 45 minutes daily. I thought; here is my chance, my struggling student can have some extra one-to-one 
direct support. I asked my SA to work with my student and provided the needed materials for this support.  
 Gradually my struggling student was becoming confident and more independent and surprising me every day 
with her reading skills and the strategies she was using to help herself out with her words. (I use the words 
there way program and primary success: successful sight reading program) My hopes for my student’s progress 
were great, but the unfortunate happened. My SA left the district and the direct support for my student 
stopped.  
 We always know that if we could we would have one-to-one direct support for all our students, but in the real 
world this does not happen. In the last couple of months my student has regressed backwards to losing her 
confidence and slowly becoming less independent. This is where I start to feel I have let my student down. I am 
feeling like I am failing her as a teacher. But, I am a teacher after all and we always think about our student’s 
needs.  
 I begin to think about my dilemma and say “hey I still have an SA, she may be new to the position, but maybe 
this is where I can work with my student directly. I asked my SA if she would take the classroom for 15 
minutes during literacy centers or Talking Tables.” I now realize that I should have been the one originally 
working with my student. This would have allowed me to see the actual moments of excitement when my 
student began to figure out how to sound out words, to decode and write a sentence without help. 
Every day we see our students little light bulbs come to light when they have discovered their learning 
potential, but with this little person in the regular classroom setting she was not blossoming. I was seeing her 
grow a little, but I was not being a part of the process and see her blossom while she was always out of the 
room with the SA. I lost those moments throughout the day when I could have been saying to her “hey do you 
remember when…”    
 Now as I am working with her side-by-side for only 15 minutes daily I am seeing her light begin to shine again. 
 

Dana 
87- Rocky Stikine 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What difference do I see in student independence if I explicitly 
teach and use strategies for being independent? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
The most valuable approach that I took was combining his every interest with a focus on reading for meaning. My student 
had many interests over the year, ranging from wanting to be a police officer to being a doctor to skateboarding. With 
each change of interest, I followed along, and the excitement of his learning grew. He looked forward to our reading time 
and enjoyed “finding out information” on his newest interest and sharing it with his peers. 
 
In the beginning of the year, my student shared that he wanted to be a police officer. Our time together was spent 
building his background knowledge around this. A highlight during this time was meeting with a police officer who shared 
the various ways you need to read on the job. My student was reading for meaning for multiple reasons. He wanted to 
know what it took to be an officer. He also wanted to be able to share his knowledge with his classmates. He was 
delighted to read multiple facts to his classmates at the end of this small project. He was also able to compare the benefits 
of being a police officer, over being a ninja! He soon learned that being a ninja doesn’t pay the bills! 
 
In the second term, my student started showing an interest in being a doctor. It was clear that his confidence was growing 
as he pictured himself being many things. My student started to have his own ideas on what he wanted to learn and what 
he wanted to do. He wanted to create a doctor’s kit with all of the tools in it. With this in mind, I set out to create a 
meaningful way to infuse reading into this. My student used his letter sound knowledge to sound out and label all of the 
tools in his toolkit. He eventually shared his kit with the class, reading each word confidently. After this, many students 
wanted to create personal interest kits with me, and so we did.  

 
My student loved reading for meaning as a result of these activities. He became eager to read for meaning in other ways. 
One of his favorite activities was reading short sentences that included sight words and key words that labelled items 
around the room. For example, “The book is under the coat”.  I may later change the clue to, “The hat is in the desk”. My 
student would read the clue and race to find the item. He particularly enjoyed creating his own clues for his classmates to 
find. Soon his classmates were also eager to read for meaning. Easter 
was a particular highlight as plastic eggs were hidden around the 
room with word clues inside. The only way to find the eggs was to 
decode the word clues and make meaning of them. Soon I was 
completely removed from the process and students were buzzing 
around the room trying to locate the eggs from my student’s clues. 
 
In the final term, I am starting to see how my students reading skills 
are transferring into all areas of his learning.  For example, he now 
confidently applies his skills to writing his own stories. He is now 
working on, “The Skateboard Boys!” His ability to use various 
strategies for solving unknown words has transferred into his ability 
to effectively write words phonetically during journal time as well. My 
student particularly enjoys using his classmate’s names in his stories, making it a joy for his classmates to read as well. 
 
I know that this approach worked because I have seen my student’s confidence and abilities grow immensely. He started 
out knowing very few letters and sharing a general dislike for reading. He displayed many behavioral challenges and 
displayed the qualities of low self-esteem. My student is now reading sight words and using multiple strategies to read 
more challenging words, instead of giving up immediately. Most importantly, my student is able to pull meaning from 
what he is reading. He understands that this is why we read. As a result, I have also seen many changes in his behavior. 
He believes that he is now capable, and he enjoys being a leader during literacy activities. 

 

Laura Verdiel 
36- Surrey 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How will a focus on strategic actions for making meaning and descriptive 
feedback on these tools help J make meaning of simple non-fiction text and continue to foster a growth mindset? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

Believe!  You need to believe in several things and magic 
will happen.  You need to believe in the student, you 
need to believe in yourself and you need to believe in the 
power of collaboration.   
 
This project has created a relationship with the student 
that was not there before.  I began to spend more time 
with him trying to figure out his interests and ideas that 
would motivate him to want to spend more time reading.  
Once I began to build a connection with this student his 
motivation to read increased and he became more self-
regulated during other classroom activities.  We were 

able to celebrate small successes together and I truly began to believe that he could increase his reading level. 
 
We all know teaching can be challenging.  Sometimes things do not work the way we expect them to.  I found 
that it was difficult to focus my attention on my student while we were reading one on one due to the 
demands of the other students.  I decided to try something a little different and began reading with a small 
group of students that included my case study student.  I found this approach to be successful and he began to 
show more motivation while he was reading with his peers.  I also noticed that he began to pick up reading 
strategies from his peers.  Sometimes little things can make the biggest difference.  Our resource teacher spent 
a short amount of time helping the student to develop a “book bin”.  A special place where he could store 
books that he has chosen to read for the week.  This allowed the student to easily retrieve books that were at 
his level when it was time to read. 
 
Working with a team of teachers from other schools provided me with insight that was amazing.  I felt so 
inspired knowing that other teachers in different schools were facing similar problems. Sharing ideas with 
colleagues and discussing the approaches I was trying encouraged me to keep believing that I was making a 
difference. 
 
Believe, and reading will happen!  
 

 
Jennifer 
57- Prince George 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
If a student reads one on one daily with another person will their reading level improve? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

I chose to focus my inquiry on an Aboriginal girl in my class who was very shy 
and quiet, and lacked confidence to take learning risks. She was very anxious 
about reading and would avoid reading practice by shutting down and not 
responding to me.  
 
This project nudged me to begin by looking at what the child could do, and 
think about how to build her strengths. She was very artistic so I began 
talking with her about her pictures she was drawing. We began to have more 
in-depth conversations about her art, and then I decided to change how I 
approached journal writing. I suggested to her that she draw her ideas FIRST 
and then write about them. This made a big difference to her, and she began 
to get very interested in journal writing. Then she wanted to read her journal 
entry to the class one day, and her confidence began to grow. 
 
I use the Daily Five format for literacy time in my classroom, and this allows 
me to read one-on-one with students every day. I began using this time to 

read with the student, and used a running record to find what she was doing, and not doing while reading. By 
analyzing the errors I found that she needed more practice at using the structural cues when tackling a new 
word. This really helped me to see the direction for future guided reading lessons with this student. Progress 
began to develop, and the student relaxed and started enjoying books. I used Reading A-Z books that were 
downloaded and printed off the printer, but she told me that she didn’t really like books that were just black 
and white. Since she was an artistic child it made sense that she would enjoy coloured books much more than 
black and white. When I switched her to books with coloured and photographic illustrations she became much 
more interested in the books. One particular series that was very popular was Eagle Crest, (this series uses 
photographs of Aboriginal children doing things that all children can relate to…my whole class loved these 
books) and she started asking me to read these books with her. 
 
This project was very reflective for me, and helped me to really think about the student. I focused first on what 
she was able to do well, using her strengths to build her confidence. Changing the way I approached journal 
writing was an important step. I had always treated the drawing/illustration part of the task as a reward for 
doing the writing work first. However, for this student, and probably for many others, drawing was not just 
fun. It was a way to process ideas and organize thoughts. This really helped her to make her writing relevant 
and personal. It was pivotal in building confidence and reducing her anxiety about reading/writing. 
 
The other reflective part was to focus on what the student was doing when she was reading. I learned what her 
current strategies were, and why she was making errors. After learning that important piece, I could help the 
student fix her own errors. I knew then which strategies to teach her, and that gave her more tools to use 
when she tackled new words. 
 
The best thing I have learned from this project is that I need to build confidence in my students by focusing 
on what they already do well. Then new learning can proceed when they are relaxed and engaged. 
 

Karen Baker, 33- Chilliwack 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: What can I do to reduce anxiety for this student to help 

her learn to read?   
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 

During my recent PB+15 Learning In the Early Years I learned about ‘Pedagogical Documentation and Narration.’  
The documentation is picture taking ‘kids in action’ while learning.  The narration is interviewing kids before, after, 
or during their learning process and recording their actual words about their processes.   
  
I have had a challenging group of learners this year so interviewing each of my Kinders for my CR4YR Reading Inquiry 
has been difficult but very worthwhile!  My interviews are from 2nd term but I would have liked to have interviewed 
each child first term too.  I interviewed my Inquiry student Aussie first term and got his thinking on books and 
reading.   At that time he surprised me by sharing a ‘low spirited’ attitude towards books and reading despite being 
a student whom I perceived as a thoughtful, intuitive and reflective individual.  Aussie had formed his views already 
based on watching his older brother struggle through leveled reading books.  During first term he said this about 
books and reading:   
 
“ I am not interested in books.  Books aren’t fun.  People are trying to get me to look at a book and stop me from 
hav’in fun.”  Do you like stories? I asked.  “I watch some movies at home.  I don’t know what stories are.  I think I am 
good at listen’en.”  How do you know?  I asked.  “At school I just 
know I am a good listener.  Books are too hard for me to read!”  
What makes you a good learner?  I asked.  “I don’t know.”  What 
helps you learn?  I asked.  “Give me more stuff to learn.  A game 
Nikolas gets in grade one…read’in eggs.  You get to win a level.” 
 
It was recently that I was walking on our morning school walks and 
Aussie came up to me with a rock in his pocket.  He said he wanted 
to turn it into a ‘pet rock.’  I asked him where he got that idea 
from.  He reminded me about the book we had read at least a 
week or two earlier about creating ‘pet rocks.’  When I interviewed 
him during 2nd term here is what he now had to say about books and reading: 
 
 “Before I think read’in was bor’in because I saw my broder learn’in and because he had to read the ones with the 
red circles first, then yellow, then blue then he gets to start all over with the same book (his perception).  I think I 
am a reader now because we just learned a new poem and it was missing the picture clues!  I read it to you with the 
fly catcher pointer.  I feel super when I read!  When we read Pet Rocks that book changed my think’in because it 
gave me the idea of mak’in a pet rock.   
 
During 2nd term I was able to interview all my kinders about their perceptions of themselves as readers before they 
came to Kindergarten and when they first came into Kindergarten.  It was really powerful to hear and record their 
responses.   I actually gave them a microphone to speak into during the interview!  They really enjoyed the process!   
 
Recording the Kinders’ thinking I found seemed to scaffold not only their own awareness of themselves as beginning 
and developing readers but also my awareness of my students as readers.  Changing mindsets about reading is 
important.  Aussie’s paradigm of himself as a reader and many of the kinders’ mindsets shifted through my CR4YR 
Inquiry!  Exciting! 

 

Linda Alsop 
35- Langley 
 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
What strategies am I using in my Kindergarten classroom to ignite the ‘Enjoyment of Literature’ and engage 5 year 
olds in developing an awareness in themselves of what types of literature they like and are interested in?    
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

Due to my student struggling with developing a reading process system, we 
had to determine how to engage him so that he would want to read. 
Because he has a strong connection to his Aboriginal ancestry, I thought 
giving him books with Aboriginal content would intrigue him enough that 
he would want to read. By explicitly teaching and modeling reading 
strategies with these books, my student knew what to do with the books 
when reading them independently. This knowledge promoted feelings of 
confidence and success in my student, which led to a desire to read, which 
in turn led to him wanting to read more. 
 
A connection I made was to the element of choice and just how important 
choice is when encouraging literacy development in children.  When 

young learners are encouraged and supported to choose the books they want to read, they are more 
motivated and enthusiastic about reading. We want students to want to read and love reading. What better 
way than to have them read books they identify with and are interested in. I’ve learned that attending to 
students’ preferences for book (content/themes), explicitly teaching effective reading strategies using those 
books, and offering choice for reading practice help students move along their reading journeys with greater 
success. 
 
Recently, I began research projects with my grade 1/2 students where they choose the book/animal they want 
to learn more about. My case study student chose a book on eagles at a reading level he is confident with at 
this point in his reading journey. He is motivated and engaged and happy to complete this project because he 
has control over what he can learn about.  I believe had I told him which animal to choose and which books to 
use, the interest and enthusiasm would be lacking or not as apparent. He quickly and confidently chose a book. 
It was not a daunting task. 
 
All my students choose their own books for book bags. Some are limited choices so they are reading “just 
right” books, but the topics are the students’ choice. My students are very engaged during read to self and 
read with someone. Choice is the key factor. 
 
The concept of choice is not a new approach, just one that is under-utilized in the journey of literacy 
development with our learners. Happy choosing! 
 

Elena Patton 
73- Kamloops/Thompson 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
What happens if I include more Aboriginal content books in conjunction with explicitly teaching reading 
strategies? Would it make a difference in helping the students develop a reading process? 
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Letters 

Try this… 
 



 
Message to my BC colleagues 
 
The one approach that worked well for us was implementing literature circles in the classroom.  It proved to be 
a powerful experience for our reluctant readers as well as our struggling readers.  We carefully selected books 
based on information obtained through a student survey.  We selected books that included favorite series, 
authors, and themes we had discussed in class.  We worked collaboratively to organize our literature circle 
discussion groups so that all students would be able to share their experiences and feelings, while working at 
their own pace. 
 

The students were enthusiastic to participate in the 
discussion groups and it provided them with positive 
academic interactions.  At first, some students seemed 
timid and required prompting, and guided practice, but we 
noticed that their confidence and participation grew 
rapidly.  The level of engagement increased and as students 
completed books and discussed them, other students 
became motivated to read a book that they may have never 
picked up otherwise. 
 
The implementation of literature circles enabled us to see 
how we could meet the needs of all the learners in our 
classroom, even those at the lower reading levels. We were 

able to provide books for our low level readers to listen to on an iPad. These readers would then participate 
fully in all discussion and responses activities. This was very successful and enabled them to feel more 
connected to both their classroom and their peers.  By developing a better sense of how to make use of 
learning assistance time in the classroom, we were able to create an inclusive learning environment, rather 
than the pull out/small group strategy. 
 
Overall, the literature circles have been a wonderful experience. They have motivated our students, boosted 
their confidence in reading, inspired conversation, prompted deep thinking, and exposed students to new text. 
Now, we can’t imagine our classroom without literature circles. 
 
“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn” (Benjamin Franklin). 
 

Primary teacher and Learning assistance teacher 
70- Alberni 
 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How will appealing to student interests and allowing for more 
choice increase student motivation to read? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 

 
During our workshop, I have been working on having students 
learn to be mindful of their reading so that they learn to read 
purposefully. We began by working on various strategies for 
reading for example: reading for punctuation, skipping the word 
and reading to the end of the sentence and retrying, looking for 
‘chunks’ in the word, and trying to read the word with short/long 
vowel sounds.  
We then talked about goal setting as part of our reading, more 
specifically, choosing a specific strategy that they would work on 
during that reading time. Instead of working on the 
overwhelming concept of “just read”, they instead worked to 
focus on a specific strategy for that time. To do this, I would have 
the students work with a partner. With their partner, they would 
look at the list of pre-learned strategies and tell their partner 

which strategy they would be working on. Students would then read their text to their partner, who had been 
coached to help the reader by being a listener and a reflector afterwards.  
Once the student was finished reading they would briefly discuss whether they accomplished their goal or not, 
with their partner. They would also decide together which might be a good goal to try for the next time.  
I found that this focused method of reading has been worthwhile for building students’ confidence in reading, 
as they and their partners have learned to be supportive and collaborative partners to work with. 
 

Gr. 2 teacher 
5- SE Kootenay 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  
Will goal setting and self-assessment have a positive effect on students’ reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Being an active participant in Changing Results for Young Readers has allowed me to add valuable insight to my 
practice in my Kindergarten/Grade 1 classroom.  Throughout this journey, I worked closely with my Resource 
Teacher both inside the classroom as well as through pull out small group intervention.  Our primary focus was 
to increase the engagement in reading for all of our students at a variety of levels.  Our focus student began 
grade 1 above the expected reading level for his grade.  Although his skills are exemplary his buy into 
classroom activity was low and he often seemed disengaged.  We wanted to find a way to bring his excitement 
level to that of the other students when it came time for reading activities. 
 

Resource time allowed for 2, 45 minute blocks and 1 block of pull out with the Kindergartens.  Our initial 
approach was to develop student based literacy centres in order to reach individual needs of our students.  We 
grouped our students into leveled groups based on skill and interest.  The centres consisted of guided reading, 
reader’s theatre, phonetic games, themed reading and much more.  Once the students had time to explore the 
centres that were appropriate for their level, and learn the expectations, the stations began to run smoothly.   
 

We specifically placed our target student in a Reader’s Theatre group among other strong, outgoing readers.  
This allowed both the RT and myself to take turns working closely with this particular group at a level that both 
challenged and engaged them.  Because this particular group is generally strong academically, they have 
often been left to independent working, knowing that they can fulfill the task expected.  Having this time 
working with them in a small group really increased their engagement in reading and gave them extra 
attention to challenge them further. 
 

As a result of our Lit Centres we observed a significant 
improvement in reading confidence throughout the groups.  
All students became very engaged in guided reading and the 
related centres and on a daily basis asked when their turn for 
Readers Theater was!  Students were able to retain the skill 
self-regulation, by having the flexibility to move throughout 
the centres that they had learned.  Another unexpected 
positive outcome of this process was witnessing the 
leadership that flourished from usually quiet and passive 
students.  Being put in appropriate leveled groups, allowed 
the stronger students in that group to step up and gain 
confidence by helping others and being the “teacher” for the 
station that they are at.   
 

We look forward to continuing this process for 3rd term and are lucky enough to be adding a student teacher 
into the mix which will allow even MORE student specific intervention and a fresh perspective! YEE HAW! 
 
 

Paul Self and Taryn Klatt 
38- Richmond 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  Does using a variety of student centered reading strategies 
increase the literacy success of most students? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 

I have worked on increasing the amount of time I give 
students to talk with each other about reading and writing. 
Students are given opportunities to orally share reading 
strategies that they use and they are given opportunities to 
share pieces of writing, or ideas for writing. I found students’ 
confidence and knowledge (articulation) of reading strategies 
improved. Students learned from each other. Students took 
ownership of learning the strategies and using these various 
strategies. Students had a great deal of review of the 
strategies. Strategies were articulated in “kid language”. 
Students became motivated by each other. Students’ 

willingness to share writing increased. Students got ideas for writing by hearing what other students wrote. 
When students shared their writing out loud they started to hear and recognize if they wrote something that 
did not make sense.  

 
Karla Chernoff 
73- Kamloops/Thompson 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
One thing I have been trying lately to help 
struggling readers is to have them pre-
read books with myself or/and at home 
with a parent before they read with their 
reading group or buddy reader.  This has 
really helped build their confidence when 
they join the group.  They are much more 
willing to participate as they are confident 
they will be able to read the material 
successfully and not struggle in front of 
their peers.   It also seems to build word 
memory as the student reads the same 
book several times and is thus exposed to 
the same words several times in a 
succession.  The student becomes more 
fluent and confident.   
 
Having success with pre-reading requires communication and coordination with the parents and EA’s to ensure 
the student has the opportunity to read the same material several times and to be prepared for each buddy 
reading day.  It is a simple strategy but seems to have built confidence and most importantly made the 
group/buddy reading enjoyable for the student. 

 
Margaret Shaw 
57- Prince George 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  What strategies are most effective in building reading fluency, 
confidence and comprehension? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Reading the book Catching Readers Before They Fall by Pat Johnson and Katie Keier had a big impact on my 
teaching of reading this year.  I feel every primary teacher MUST read this book as it is one of the absolute best 
books that I have read about the teaching of reading in my 30+ years of teaching. It makes you really think 
about how reading works and how you can teach the reading process to young readers.  Through, CR4YR I 
joined a district wide book club that was reading this book.  After reading the first two chapters, I informed the 
staff at the primary school where I work that everyone needed to read this book and join the book club (75% of 
our staff joined).   We all (from first year teachers to very experienced teachers) found this book to be very 
easy to read, contained great ideas, and made us really question and improve the way we were teaching 
reading.  This book was a good reminder of many of the things I have known for years about the teaching of 
reading but also presented many new ideas and strategies to use. 

 
I feel one of the best things I did to help not 
only my case study student but all the 
students in my class improve their reading 
skills this year was to intentionally teach 
reading strategies (for both figuring out 
unknown words and for comprehension) to 
my students and help them use all these 
strategies together to develop a reading 
process so they were able to better read 
and comprehend text.  I used many ideas 
and strategies from the above mentioned 
book to do this.  With my case study 
student, I really focused on getting him to 
ask himself,  “Does what I read make 
sense?  Does it sound right?  Does it look 

right?” when he encountered a word that he had difficulty reading.  I am finding that he is now beginning  (at 
times) to stop himself and question whether or not the word sounds right in the sentence or if the letters in 
the written word match what he is saying.  Yeah, he is starting to make meaning of what he is reading. 
 

Roxanne Bennett 
6- Rocky Mountain 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question Will teaching reading skills in an integrated manner and in 
context improve our vulnerable student’s attitude toward reading and his performance in reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
We tend to invest copious amounts of time teaching our students various strategies, practicing with them and 
having them practice those reading strategies on their own.  We begin to sound like broken records, repeating 
the same thing over and over again only to find out that the student only remembers the strategy when you 
mention it.  Our intentions are always good.  We want to meet with our struggling readers daily because once 
a week is just not enough but in reality we are lucky if we do meet with them weekly.   
 
I had to be realistic in my attempt to read with my student.  I knew that I would meet with him almost weekly 
during literacy centres but it wasn’t enough.  To combat this problem I decided I needed to enlist the help of 
home.  It was paramount that they were in the same boat as my student and myself, rowing in the same 
direction.  I could not depend on the buddy readers and adult volunteers who would come to read with him.  
All too often there were absences and interruptions.  The one constant was his family.  When introducing a 
new strategy to my student I would then teach it to my student’s parents.  They understood that if they 
wanted their child to succeed they would have to work just as hard as their child and myself.  Their job was to 
make sure they were reinforcing at home the same strategy taught at 
school.   
 

I began with pre-reading strategies.  In class we had talked about 
picture walks before reading the story.  As I had learned at the onset 
of this inquiry I should never assume the child knows what 
something is.  We talked about what a picture walk is, how to do 
one and then we went through a book together.  I then turned my 
attention to his parents and explained to them how to do a picture 
walk.  I had to be just as explicit, if not more, so they clearly 
understood what their child should do at home because I could not 
assume that the parents also knew what a picture walk was and how 
to do it and I could not expect my student to go home and teach his parents.  After teaching several pre-
reading strategies we moved onto strategies he could use for decoding and comprehending while reading. 
 

My student began the school year wanting to read chapter books on his own.  And now he is reading chapter 
books all by himself!  He is more cognizant of what he is doing while he reads and he employs the strategies 
more readily.  He understands why these strategies are useful because he ends up with a better understanding 
of the material he has read.  If we are to invest the time with our students then we should invest time with 
their parents by communicating clearly to them how they can help and what the benefit will be to their child.  
It makes a tremendous difference and it is evident in my student.  When we meet in our reading groups, he is 
the only one who can readily list and explain various types of reading strategies.  I can stop him while he is 
reading and ask him what he just did and he will explain to me the strategy he used and why. 
 

By creating a learning community between the school and home, my student was able to accomplish his goal 
of reading chapter books.  It is priceless seeing the smile on his face and his eagerness to pick up a book to read 
each day. 
 

Gr.2 teacher 
39- Vancouver 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  
If we explicitly teach and reinforce specific  pre, during, and post reading strategies will our students' ability to 
independently use these strategies increase? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
Some ideas to help you interweave the First People’s Principles of Learning throughout your year in an early primary classroom… for a full list of 
the principles  in a downloadable pdf file visit www.fnesc.ca.   
~Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community 
Working with big buddy classes from both our school and local middle school and community Elders helped the students view learning as a 
community.  The little ones loved emailing home their finished story projects and sharing with their families.  We also had students bring in 
important artifacts and photos from home to practice telling their own stories.  With coaching from the big buddies and developing criteria lists 
together our story telling became quite polished!  We are fortunate to live by some  woods with a little creek and bog so getting the children 
outside often, asking those I wonder questions, developing observation skills as we watch for seasonal changes, has made a big impact on 
these inquisitive active learners.  For further information and ideas on this google outdoor classroom, follow ideas from David Suzuki.  Play 
based learning is a natural link to aboriginal ways of knowing.  I Am Raven by David Bouchard and Andy Everson is a beautifully illustrated book 
of animal characteristics.  Totem Tales a Tall Story from Alaska is a great resource, full of humour, that  that is full of humour and shows how 
animals rely on each other. 
~ Learning is holistic, experiential and relational 
Many of the projects and activities are interwoven together; using science topics to help drive reading research projects- using the child’s 
interest to fuel their excitement in reading about an animal they are curious about; art can help express learning; relationships are key to 
engagement and sense of belonging. Using great picture books like Gray Wolf’s Search or Eagleboy inspires art. We also drew inspiration from 
the art of George Littlechild for pastel projects on black paper. Aurora – A Tale of the Northern Lights is ideal for salt / watercolour resist art, 
and Michael Kusugak’s arctic  themed books lead themselves to silhouette style art. 
~Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities 
Elders coming into the classroom and telling stories model life-long learning ( one man told the children he learns best by listening from the 
heart…) and sharing their knowledge through story and hands on activities. It gives that intergenerational connection many children are 

missing.   
Big Buddies from our local middle school and our grade six class help younger students learn, 
explore, model and re-teach concepts to their younger students;  the younger children loved 
their big buddies and loved touring the “big” school; it was a great way for all ages to practice 
their stories and learn from each other (like in traditional times) .  Books like Solomon’s Tree and  
The Moccasin help demonstrate intergenerational teachings and connections.  To connect with a 
local Elder please contact your local Aboriginal Education team, Friendship Centre or local band ( 
they will have an education liaison person. 
~Learning recognizes the roles of indigenous knowledge 
By focusing on oral tradition we demonstrated the importance of learning from and with others ; 

having the Elder model stories, we developed co-created criteria suitable for all ages, had the 
students practice and record their stories on IPads. The Elder came back and demonstrated weaving through making friendship bracelets, and 
helped both classes  create their own ( the little gave their to their moms while the big kids gifted their designs to their little buddies). A very 
strong well developed new levelled reading series from Strong Nations was the basis of our classroom reading throughout the year.  The 
children loved the non fiction focus, the great illustrations and carefully crafted texts led to many reading response activities (ie  using labelled 
diagram animal research projects or webbing ). 
~Learning is embedded in memory, history and story 
The Elders really helped the students understand learning comes through stories, drum songs, hands on experiences and practice, listening 
and observing; the children were amazed how far back some traditional stories originated from and much learning can be passed on by 
stories.  There are also great video clips on Youtube that give little learning vignettes about special topics like salmon spawning.  One Elder 
taught the children to make a simple hand drum, once finished she brought out into the forest to observe nature and create a special songs 
from observing  a squirrel, some robins, circling eagles and imagining a black bear.  The children love to sing “their” special song.   We have 
made dandelion tea with her as well, after a nature walk. A favourite activity was to create our own story bags where children could put in 
simple items or artifacts like  treasured toy, rocks, seeds and seashells that once pulled out of the bag reminds them of a story to tell. 
~Learning involves patience and time 
Some of the projects were new ways for all of us – putting clay animal stories and legend retellings onto mini- IPads (Story Creator Pro) 
involved slowing down and being patient not only with others but with ourselves. Using rich oral traditions to enhance learning before putting 
kids into the print world.  My focus student has great strengths in storytelling and it was the key in helping her through beginning reading and 
writing skills as she struggled at first.  Now she loves to write and re-read her stories on the Ipad. 
~Learning requires exploration of one’s identity 
We started from self, helping students tell their own stories based on oral traditions ; everyone felt important , even small learning 
opportunities could be key in linking kids into schools and their own learning. As the older students shared their strengths in areas like soccer, 
skateboarding the younger students realized we all have gifts and talents. 
 

Gr. 1 teacher 
71- Comox Valley 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  Will using First Nations story telling and language experience stories from the 
student increase reading and writing skills? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
CR4YR has challenged me to grow as a teacher.  I love the collaborative meetings and the little bits of 
professional development that I have taken back to school after each meeting.  CR4YR gave me the freedom to 
pick an inquiry question which has allowed me to go so far with not only my target student (D) but with my 
whole class.  
This year I decided to try the use of technology, specifically I-Pads, to help D.  He is a struggling reader with a 
passion for technology – the one thing he felt confident with.  So I decided to use his passion to improve his 
reading and I was met with great success.  By trusting D, he was allowed to bring his own I-Pad from home to 
school to use for the purpose of learning. This learning opportunity empowered him.  He knew this was a 
special privilege and he wasn’t going to blow it.  We had some specific apps put on his I-Pad as well as mine 
(plus our school has 15 I-Pads available for use with these apps too).  One app called “Levelbooks” was used to 
record D’s reading.  Using different leveled books he would read to the I-Pad.  Later he would listen to himself 
and would identify his mistakes.  In the beginning he would make comments like “Why did I say that?” or “That 
word isn’t correct”.  As D continued to read to the I-Pad and listen to himself read he began to read with a little 
more expression - saying it was easier to listen to.  He realized that it was hard to listen and understand when 
he wasn’t reading at the speed of speech.  Now, a good 5 months later D has realized the importance of 
reading and loves to read.  When other students saw D 
using his I-Pad in school they soon asked if they could bring 
theirs.  After a conversation about trust and responsibility a 
few more I-Pads appeared.  Now I have 13 out of 20 kids 
bring their tablets of some sort to school.  These tablets 
are not used for the purpose of games or entertainment; 
they are used as a means of learning.    I-Books are on all 
school I-Pads and we have many purchased books.  We 
have 3 different magazines available on the I-Pads as well.   
D as well as his peers have written scripts for I-Movies and 
have read these scripts to produce the movies.  D is excited 
to read now.  He sees himself as a reader and as an equal amongst his peers.  He sees himself as a leader with 
technology. 
If it was not for the opportunity to be part of the CR4YR group I would have never thought of using technology, 
specifically I-Pads in the classroom.  CR4YR planted the seed, I tended to that seed and watered it and 
supported it when necessary and that flower blossomed more that I thought possible, as did a full garden of 
learners! 
Thank-you CR4YR!! 
 

Krista Horn 
6- Rocky Mountain 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  Will technology, primarily an I-Pad, help my target student 
with his reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Dear Colleague, 
This year we tried writing and reading our own class books to 
support literacy.  The students love reading and rereading the 
books they were involved in making.  They have memorized the 
stories patterns and are actively reading along, not just looking 
at the picture and flipping the pages. I think they like our class 
books because they are able to confidently read them and feel 
like readers, which in Kindergarten can be a difficult opportunity 
to find.  I think our class made books have increased their 
belief in themselves as readers and given them an opportunity 
to view themselves as successful readers.  If a child believes 
they can’t read and can’t see themselves as a reader, why would 
they be self motivated to keep trying? I believe that if children 
think of themselves as readers they will continue to pick up 
books and have an interest in reading, which hopefully will lead 
to them becoming fantastic, enthusiastic readers.  One of the 
most powerful aspects of this practice has been seeing the kids take ownership of the books and their 
increased confidence in themselves. 
 

Ms. R 
49- Central Coast 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Dear Colleague, 
 
Throughout the year we have been bringing a rather large stuffed Raven puppet along on our weekly walks. At 
the beginning of the year students voted on a name for our puppet. He is now affectionately called “Sir Raven.” 
Initially, this started as a fun addition to our walks. Over the past few months I have watched Sir Raven 
develop into a powerful oral language and, recently, writing tool. At the beginning, Sir Raven sat in the back 
of my pack, observing students as we walked. However they soon began asking to carry him. As students carry 
Sir Raven, they enter into an imaginary world where role-play, storytelling and acting take center stage. 

Listening to the stories has been inspiring.  
Puppets in our classroom have been often 
been used inappropriately very disruptive 
and have not strongly supported learning. I 
see the opposite during our walks. Time 
with the puppet is very rich, focused and 
cooperative. With very little assistance 
from me, students share the puppet. 
Recently we sat in our Enchanted Forest 
and read Raven Legends. Students then 
went off on their own to create cinquain 
poems about Ravens. Some students 
choose to have Sir Raven sit with them as 
they wrote. At the same time another 
group of students had their exploration 
time. The students, whose turn it was to 

write were incredibly focused. Later, back in 
the classroom students created Raven art. Today they shared their poems and artwork at a community 
gathering. The overall focus and concentration of the students was amazing. It was one of the first times over 
the past year and a half I have seen this group so on task and committed to sharing their learning.  Earlier 
today, during exploration time some students asked to use Sir Raven in their play. Again the oral language used 
was strong.  I would like to investigate using more puppets with greater frequency during our outdoor learning. 
Other ideas for the future include: 
students make their own puppets and act out what they saw on their walk/forest.  
students could also write stories/screen play with their puppets 
 

Erika 
10- Arrow Lakes 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How does environmental exploration, with a focus on 
phonemic awareness, affect student retention of letter names and sounds? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
   I want to tell you about my journey trying to focus on the joy of books and helping children to really see 
themselves as readers rather than worrying about all of the individual skills involved in reading in isolation. 
  I started this year choosing a very sweet boy in my class that came to Kindergarten not knowing what a letter 
was and could not tell the difference between numbers and letters.  After the first couple months of school he 
was still not able to identify the first letter of his name.   

My first instinct was to start having him practice letters and sounds every day in a game format with 
small groups or one on one with a teaching assistant.  I resisted this urge though and instead decided that we 
would continue to do games and songs as a class and there would be choices in the class around letter/ sound 
games but I would not have any students pulled out of the class for individual instruction.   

The activities we did do as a whole class were: learning to retell stories, acting out stories, using 
pictures to make up stories, writing workshop, daily morning messages and daily questions of the day.  

Each child in the class has a book bag that they fill with books of their choice and use during ‘Read to 
Self’ and ‘Read to Partner’ times.  We change these bags once a week.   

My class loves reading times!   They are excited about both reading to self and reading with friend 
opportunities.  They love being read to and having stories read to them.   

My case study student not only loves books and sees himself as a reader, he also recognizes most of 
the letters and sounds now and is using them to write in writing workshop phonetically.   

I am so glad that I didn’t drill and kill letters, sounds (and perhaps the joy of reading) out of him!  I 
know that I will continue to keep the big picture in mind with my future classes.    

 
Kindergarten teacher 
46- Sunshine Coast  
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Do not underestimate the power of modeling tasks with your students. Don’t get caught in the trap of 
assuming that students will ‘pick things up’ or that ‘these things come naturally’ because that is not true of all 
students, or even of the majority of students. To assume that things are ‘intuitive’ is counterproductive. The 
theory of the ‘Zone of Proximal Development’ says that you have to teach kids at the level that they are at, not 
at the level at which you are hoping to get them. Starting with the end in mind is a great planning strategy but 
can easily get confused when it comes to teaching. You would never purposely set kids up for failure, but 
setting an end goal for students and not providing the scaffolding to get them there is just that. On the other 
hand, if the students are able to complete the culminating task on their own, without the lesson, then is time 
to question the value of the lesson. New skills, whether reading or writing or horseback riding, are acquired by 
learning the skills required to reach the end goal. While it is true that there is no one right way or order in 

which to learn the skills, there is certainly a stepping off point 
and an end goal. As the teacher, it is your job to be the ‘pro’; 
demonstrate the skills needed and what it looks like when it all 
comes together. Start at the beginning, share your thinking, 
work your way through every step, ask for their thoughts and 
opinions, make mistakes (on purpose, of course!), add some 
personality, share your enthusiasm, be a real person! Many 
students need to be walked through tasks, step-by-step, before 
they feel that they can even attempt to try it on their own. 
Modeling, and providing opportunity for the students to give 

genuine input and receive constructive feedback, is confidence 
building and motivating. For all students, starting with confidence and a motivating purpose increases the 
chances that end goal will be realized. Regularly sharing with your students how you go about completing a 
task, any task, is perhaps the single most impactful thing that you can do as a teacher. 
 

Sarah Kennedy 
6- Rocky Mountain 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  
“Will the explicit teaching of the 6 reading strategies (Eagle Eye, Stretchy Snake, Chunky Monkey, Skippy Frog, 
Flip the Dolphin, and Tryin’ Lion) improve students’ ability to read?” 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
For this struggling reader, I tried bringing as much aboriginal content into the classroom as possible. In addition 
to searching out reading material at her level that engaged her interest in nature and pride in her culture, I 
made an effort to include appreciative references to aboriginal culture throughout the day and to include 
aboriginal examples in maths, aboriginal perspectives in socials, science, art and read alouds.  For example, 
our daily morning calendar routine included the traditional aboriginal name of the month linked to seasonal 
cycles.  Our introduction to the space unit in science began with the sharing of aboriginal legends about how 
celestial bodies were created and comparing them with the stories western science tells and how those stories 
can change over time (i.e. Pluto’s demotion). 
 
The evidence that this approach was effective with 
this student is based on observation notes on all 
subjects and classroom behaviour, independent 
reading evaluation by IST, and written output.  This 
student’s posture, frequency of contribution and 
speaking volume increased noticeably in the context 
of aboriginal content, and  her ability to make 
connections increased in particular when reading 
material included contemporary aboriginal content.  
Her contributions in class increased dramatically over 
the course of the program and she was able to recite 
audibly a memorized poem to an audience (including 
adults she did not know).  She succeeded in achieving the reading level (10) she identified as a goal by mid-
April from a beginning level of 2-3 in October.  She could independently complete a non-fiction reading activity 
of identifying interesting facts about space from a text she chose and is increasingly able to read maths 
instructions independently.   

 
Jean Macleod le Cheminant 
72- Campbell River 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How can integrating Aboriginal content into the student`s 
reading (as well as classroom culture) support her confidence and achievement in reading in a cross-curricular 
context? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
My student was performing at a much higher level orally so I decided to examine some aspects of how he 
learns. I went through several self-regulation activities with him and found that he responded well when my 
hands were on his shoulders. He became calm and more focused. I found a magic rice bag at home that I did 
not use and brought it in. When he is struggling, I ask him is he needs his “hug” and that is our cue for the rice 
bag draped over his shoulders. 

 
I have learned that there are many styles/modes of  Students are 
individual and so is their learning – keep digging; keep trying 
different things to engage the student. Involve the parents as best 
you can as well as colleagues. There are many tools in an educator’s 
tool belt and sometimes we forget about some. A reminder from a 
colleague or some reflection helps to reassess your practice. You 
can’t do the same thing over and over again and hope your 
students get it. Reassess what you are doing. 
 

 
Teresa Weber 
73- Kamloops/Thompson 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How does auditory stimulation affect self-regulation and 
motivation in literacy abilities? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
The student I identified began the year with very limited confidence. When we read, she did so 
with a very quiet voice and often looked to me to give her the word. On the third day of our guided 
reading sessions, I had been giving my students a binder with the past stories we had read, to read 
by themselves while I read individually with each student. I decided to try to make these rereading 
sessions more fun and offer choice. From discussions with other CR4YR members, I learned about 
reading to a stuffy and reading with a finger puppet. I also added reading in the garden. Reading 
bedtime stories involved partners taking turns lying down and closing their eyes while their partner 
read to them. Later, from a workshop with Faye Brownlie, I learned about beach reading (reading 
on a beach towel, with sun glasses on) and rock 
star reading (chanting into a toy microphone, 
again with sunglasses on). We began by learning 
one type of reading at a time, with the special 
helper selecting the type of reading. From the 
start, I noticed that my student was much more 
engaged and read with more confidence and 
enthusiasm. The first week, the students chose 
bedtime stories. I watched my student as she 
adopted a mom’s voice and read her favourite 
story to her partner. The following week, she 
chose finger puppets, and I had a hard time not 
bursting out laughing as she read “Father Bear 
Goes Fishing” with a high pitched voice of her Little Red Riding Hood puppet. My student was 
having so much fun that she was forgetting her lack of confidence and was reading with 
expression and joy.  I also noticed a big switch in all of my students desire to read. Throughout the 
week, they began asking when we would be doing those fun reading activities again. Once they 
have tried out all of the activities, they will be able to individually select the activity they want to 
do. I am looking forward to experimenting with more ways to provide increased opportunities, 
both within my group and back in the classroom, for my students to read familiar texts in fun and 
exciting ways. 

 

Barb Ryeburn 
5- SE Kootenay 

 

I’ve been inquiring into the following question: Will increasing the number of opportunities to reread 
familiar texts in a non-threatening and fun ways support the development of increased confidence in 
reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
As a reading resource teacher it has been my job to help Olivia (grade 5) to self-monitor her reading. When she 
got to words she didn’t know she would create new ones and continue reading. Thus, her comprehension 
suffered greatly. Reading seldom made sense to her.  
 
I have taught Olivia our locally developed reading strategies: does the text look right, sound right and make 
sense. However she continued to frequently read on making mistakes. I needed to have her pause, to self-
monitor her mistakes. I resorted to a reward system. It has taken off and she loves it!   

I’ll call it the Gem Strategy. I have colored glass beads. Clear –for 
self-corrections and correct paragraphs (every time she corrects 
or reads a paragraph without a mistake she gets a clear gem) 
Blue – for bombs (every time she misreads a word and does not 
stop to correct I hold a blue bomb in the air and if it drops she 
loses a clear gem) She loves this and will do everything not to get 
one! 
If she gets 5 clear gems I quickly remove them and give her a 
green gem. At the end of our 30 minutes she trades her green 
gems in for stickers or small candies.  
 
I should mention that as Olivia is reading I do not speak. I quietly 

move the gems as she reads. If she gets ‘stuck’ on a word and needs a prompt I will just ask “What strategy can 
you use?” or “What can you do?”  
 
I have seen a huge improvement in her self-monitoring since I started this. She reads many paragraphs now 
with no errors. It is my hope that soon this extrinsic motivator will no longer be needed as she will have the 
confidence and ability to self-monitor her reading. 
 
 
 

Louise Alexander 
22- Vernon 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How can I help Olivia to self-monitor her reading by pausing, 
thinking and self-correcting  
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
Through this collaborative process with admin, ell 
and classroom teacher support, we were able to 
target the students' confidence in reading fluency, 
writing, and oral language. One strategy that was 
effective in building her confidence was reading just 
right books several times on a daily basis with adults 
and including technology for documentation.  
We recorded her reading on an iPad and allowed 
her to see herself reading so well. That boosted her 
self esteem. She was able to hear herself read and 
then receive immediate positive feedback from an 
adult. Also, during daily five sharing she often chose 
to read to someone, but she never did before. 
During daily five celebration, the student often 
chose reading to present to the class. She was proud 
of her accomplishment and growth - you could see that from the big smile on her face!  
 

Gr. 1 teacher 
41- Burnaby 
 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  If she has more frequent opportunities to read and share " 
just right" books with adults and peers, she will develop more confidence and building on her reading fluency. 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
The student that I chose to work with was one of my lowest 
readers. Her confidence in reading was low and it held her 
back from improving.  I had to find strategies that I could use 
with her and the whole class that could build on confidence 
levels. I know that my focus student loves to act, sing and 
perform (as do many of my other students) so I thought I 
would introduce story drama (and reader's theatre later on) 
to incorporate this into my regular reading lessons. The 
progression of what this looked like in my lessons were as 
follows: 
 
Focus on... 
 
-expression and voices (focussing on different feelings)  
-incorporation of puppets and props  
-readers theatre (whole class) 
-performance (In front of primary choir) 
 
What I found was this: 
 
My students who would usually shy away from and avoid reading altogether because of low confidence and 
skill level, were able to: 
 
-participate enthusiastically 
-shine and be a leading role 
-follow along with the rest of the group 
-blend in with the stronger readers 
-get excited about reading 
-build confidence  
-build fluency  
-feel safe and comfortable in large group settings 

 

Gr. 1 teacher 
41- Burnaby 
 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question:  How can I use reader's theatre to increase students' 
engagement as well as to increase their fluency in reading. 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

I have the perfect opportunity in my class of 9 multi-age students to meet with each student one-on-one a 
number of times in a day. We talk about reading, writing, and the words they work with for their spelling 
program (Words Their Way). Because I have 
Kindergarten and Grade 3 students in my classroom 
I find that some of my lessons don’t reach all levels. 
For this reason I give fewer and fewer whole-group 
lessons and work more on an individual basis. The 
students choose, as part of Daily 5, what they are 
going to do, and in what order. They have a read to 
self/read to someone option (where usually they 
read from just-right text, but occasionally choose 
something they are just interested in), a word work 
option and a work on writing option. Some days 
they are all doing different things, some days they 
all decide to do the same thing at the same time. It 
is during these 3 Daily 5 chunks of my day that my 
EA and I meet with the students, in the classroom 
(using the same language), and talk about strategies, struggles, goals, etc. I also read to the students at least 
once a day (and sometimes twice) so that they can hear a fluent adult read.  
 
I have loved the Inquiry Process and would encourage anyone to be an Early Reading Advocate. I have had the 
opportunity to attend some great Pro-D sponsored by Changing Results for Young Readers and find that our 
gatherings of district colleagues is invaluable to bounce ideas off of, gain affirmation of the successes and 
strategies that work, and above all find that we are all in this together and no one has the perfect answer. We 
are all learners and our path of learning guides the successes of our students. The greatest thing is that we get 
to add invaluable tools to our toolboxes and bring out the tools as our learners need them. I encourage you to 
incorporate this process of inquiry into your practice . . . what have you got to lose? 
 

Jennifer Eaton 
51- Boundary 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
While considering a balance between one-on-one, small group, and whole group teaching in my multi-grade 
(K-3) classroom, how does more daily one-on-one instruction during reading and writing improve my students’ 
reading success? (PS. my question has changed) 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

As a team we have scheduled one to one time with our case study student several times a week (about 15 
min). This time, has helped him own and use the reading strategies we have been teaching to the whole class.  
He also LOVES his one to one time and ensures we don’t forget his ‘appointment’. “Am I going to read with you 
today? Is it time for our appointment?  “We are surprised at the incredible enthusiasm he brings to our 
meetings, and he is proud to show how he is using the reading strategies and writing tools and writing 
strategies we have been helping him learn.” 

 
Our case study has been heard to say “I can use two reading 
strategies at once.” “I can do it.” (When attempting to read 
harder books.  He is choosing to read much more complex than 
in the past).  
He vocalizes when he has made a mistake by saying “That didn’t 
make sense”, and then uses a strategy to solve the problem. 
 
The one to one time has allowed time to work on writing (the 
ability to get ideas down and edit as well as the mechanics of 
printing).  He often says “I try hard to print right.” He is now 
aware that his writing needs to be readable and he makes a 
consistent effort to improve. 
 
Here is what was effective for my own learning and practice. 

Michelle: Being able to watch, listen and learn from my colleagues helped me look at my own teaching 
practices and relationship practices, revise and try again, over and over again. 
Karen: Learning from colleagues in other communities was extremely valuable.  One school explored self-
regulation strategies and their practices informed my thinking and inspired me. Learning new ways to 
approach teaching reading strategies was helpful. It made it more fun. Having to work as a team was valuable 
too.  We were accountable to each other. 
Brenda: Being new was overwhelming…getting the resources and learning the strategies and getting ideas 
about how to approach each individual…the team helped me learn all these new parts to my job. 
Team: We all have to move out of our comfort zone to work well together for the kids. It requires that we 
change some of our practices. It is very hard sometimes but in the end it is worth the effort when it improves 
learning for each child. 
 
 

WL McLeod Team: Karen, Brenda, Michelle – Gr. ½, Education Assistant, Literacy Support 
91- Nechako Lake 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
How will explicit teaching of reading strategies help students self-regulate their progress? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

This year I chose to focus on a particularly shy child who during her kindergarten year only 
began to speak occasionally after Spring Break.  She seemed to desire a connection with 
me and other students but was very shy and unsure.  In connection with her ELL and the 
Learner Support teachers we began to devise a number of strategies to try to see if we 
could “bring her out of her shell”.  We included things such as Daily Five, Reader’s 
Theatre, small group integration, buddy reading, computer games/programs and 2 by 10 
to name a few.   It became clear that she wanted to learn and was happy to be at school.  
It also became very clear that helping this child feel comfortable by developing a 
relationship with her on a deeper level was what was needed in order to help her feel 
“brave” enough to share her thoughts with others.   
 
We began by focusing on the 2 by 10 strategy of connecting with her each day for 10 days 
for two minutes minimum each time to talk with her about things other than school such 
as her likes and interests.  Conversations at first were short one word answers but 
eventually she began to say more and share more.  I decided with her to continue as ten 
days was certainly not going to be enough.  Then it started that she would come to me in 

the morning to have our daily chat and she was coming to me to ask me questions about my life and to come over and do 
a puzzle with her.  The more we chatted the more I learned about her and her family and the more I was able to hear from 
her things she felt nervous about such as reading or going to the doctor or having other kids laugh at her and her interests 
such as ponies, drawing, puzzles and crafts.  These conversations also gave me more of a window into her home life and 
helped me to better make a connection with her mother as well.  Her mother is devoted to her and helping her to achieve 
well in school.  We began to talk about other ways to encourage her such as play dates with friends, providing her with 
chores at home to bolster her sense of self achievement and her decaying teeth.  Her mom was very receptive and 
followed through on our discussions.  After she had some of her decayed teeth removed she began to speak more during 
the class and share her thoughts with the group.  She remarked that now her teeth didn’t hurt anymore.  Such a simple 
thing but a huge difference to her.  We also talked about her cultural identity as well as I didn’t want to be encouraging 
her to be one way at school especially if it was contrary to her life at home.    
 
The 2 by 10 strategy allowed me to make a real connection with my student beyond seeing her as a student and more 
seeing her as a little girl in my class.  The connection allowed me to help her build the other C’s in the 3 C’s formula 
(connected, capable and contributing) which are key to student success and student self-worth at school, at home and in 
all their relationships.  Once the trust component was built through our connection she felt safer to take risks and 
contribute more.  Encouragement and structure she has enabled her to see herself as capable.   
 
This inquiry has reminded me to make sure that I put in the forefront of all I do with students the relationships and 
connections as these are the building blocks to making students feel capable and contributing.  The learning happens 
better in a classroom where students have their 3 C’s needs being met.  It is true that “Students will likely not remember 
what you taught them but they will remember how you made them feel.”   
 
The other day I celebrated with her after having to tell her to please use a quieter voice in the classroom.  We celebrated 
as I wondered if that day would ever come.  As we celebrated she smiled a great big smile and laughed with me!  She is on 
her way.  I am grateful to have been a part of her growth and even more grateful to her for the reminder this inquiry has 
given me about the importance of things in the classroom that are not written about in IRP’s and learning objectives and 
things that are not measured on tests….the importance of the matters of the heart. 
 

Shari 
53- Okanagan Similameen 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Will developing our student’s confidence in oral language help increase her social confidence and her reading 
development? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

I have always used journal writing to drive some of my teaching. It provides me with areas of interest and has 
driven where I go with my teaching of writing. During my master’s project I found a website with student 
inventories that I have started to use with my students to determine areas of interest to drive teaching 
(http://education.alberta.ca/media/352661/build.pdf ).   
 
The student that I focused on was so enthusiastic about me interviewing her and writing down her responses. I 
believe that the process of writing down and asking her to expand on her thoughts provided her with the 
belief that what she had to say had value and that I truly listened to her. It expanded to all the students 
wanted to be interviewed after she talked about it. 
 

I have also started using the grandparents reading 
council and the students love going and reading one-
on-one to the volunteers. So often we are so busy that 
we don’t always have the time to read with every 
student and having these extra volunteers has been 
crucial.  Now when a parent asks if they can come in to 
help, I always say yes and have them read with a few 
students. (Maybe it might be a good idea to have a 
training session to help them develop some language of 
feedback.) 
 
I have also seen a lot of benefits Buddy Reading with 
our Kindergarten Buddy Class. The students just love 
reading with their little buddies. When we go to the 

library to read, all the students are focused and reading with their buddies, and students are generally 
disappointed when buddy reading is cancelled. Many of the students in my class are below grade level with 
their reading and reading to a Kindergarten student allows them to read a lower level book without the stigma 
of reading lower level books in front of peers. 
 

Kevin Ogre 
85- Vancouver Island North 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
How can I focus more on the interests of the child to drive my teaching? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

We chose Ollie as our focus child as he was a low level reader and showed little interest or initiative in reading. 
In order to engage Ollie in reading, we decided to expand reading opportunities to include writing/reading 
books he made up around choices of his own. (Over time, we also noticed that Ollie's lack of 
enthusiasm/excitement around reading had more to do with his lack of expression and laid back approach to 
life in general rather than not wanting to read. He is meeting expectations, and a lesson learned for us is that 
just because a child doesn't show expression doesn't mean he doesn't want to do it.  He comes by it naturally 
as his family is quite laid back.) Creating his own books sparked an excitement in Ollie that permeated to 
other kids in the classroom and creating individual books became a popular center time choice for many.  
 

One strategy used was to have Ollie bring in personal artifacts 
to share and as a class we inferred what we knew about Ollie. 
(We wanted to do this with the whole class but time did not 
allow. Next time...) The students were prepared for this 
activity as over many opportunities we had made inferences 
drawn from various story books and discussions with the 
whole class. Ollie then shared his personal artifacts (things 
that were meaningful to him) and as a class we 'inferred' what 
we knew about Ollie based on what he brought in. He then 
wrote a booklet based on these artifacts. It was interesting to 
see how these booklets developed over a few months from a 
simple sentence and words on each page to more complex 
sentences and ideas. We talked about our audience and 
whether they would need more information or enjoy 
different/interesting words. He was so excited to read his 
'updated version' to his friends. Ollie has also demonstrated a 

connection to characters in his regular class reading books based on his inferring skills. For Ollie, reading and 
writing have gone hand in hand. 
 

Geri 
63-Saanich 

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
Will helping Ollie develop a positive personal and cultural identity motivate him to engage in reading choices. 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

The best thing I have been introduced to through the CR4YRs experience is Vivan Paley's 
storytelling/story acting curriculum. In this approach, a child dictates a story to an adult who records 
it verbatim. Later in the day, the story is acted out for the whole group using classmates as cast 
members. I was introduced to this idea during one of our sessions when our discussion turned around 
to the importance of oral language in kindergarten. One of our session leaders brought up storytelling 
as an approach my class might really enjoy. Well, boy, was she right! From the very first day, my 
students were so engaged in the process and so eager to share and act out their stories. As I 
continued using the approach, I did some more reading and learned that Vivan Paley developed 
storytelling/story acting over 40 years ago when her school in the states switched from half day to full 
day kindergarten. After exploring several options for how to best use the extra instructional time, she 
decided that storytelling not only provided valuable one on one time with each student to focus on 
their literacy learning needs, but also respected her students's voices, fostered their imaginations, 
and honored play.  
 

In my class, I would work with one storyteller during centre time. I created storytelling paper with an 
illustration box for the children to work on later and lines for me to record the story. We would sit 
together in a quiet spot for about 10 minutes or so while the child told me their story and watched 
while I wrote it down. When appropriate, sometimes we would pause to focus on certain writing 
conventions, phonemic awareness details, or story elements, but usually the focus was on the story. 
Once the story was complete, the student was usually eager to go off on their own to do an 
illustration. Later in the day, often as a transition before or after recess or lunch, I would read the 
story aloud to the class. Then, we would choose actors to dramatize the 
story as I read it again. Then the illustrated story would be added to a 
growing anthology of classroom stories for our classroom library. 
 

I have been so pleased with the growth I have seen in my students 
through using storytelling. Even my most reserved students, who are also 
rather reluctant writers, have been eager participants in both the telling 
and acting elements. One little boy, who barely speaks and isn't yet 
writing more than his name, was playing a zombie in a friend's story 
and let out the biggest zombie roar that delighted us all. It has also been fascinating to follow my 
case study student through her storytelling progression. I know she's building the foundation for 
more literacy learning in grade one and beyond. 
 

Being introduced to this approach has been so influential and the implementation of it so enjoyable. I hope 
others enjoy it as much as I have! 

 
Dara Hutchinson  
39- Vancouver  

 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
How does the teaching of strategies during guided reading affect students' use of strategies during 
independent reading? 
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Message to my BC colleagues 
 
 

During this project I have implemented the book walk strategy 
during my read aloud and guided reading lessons.  At the beginning 
of this project I was unsure of what the difference between a book 
walk and a book introduction was.  Another question that I 
pondered was when do I use a book walk and when do I use a book 
introduction? 
 
What is a book walk?  After watching several youtube videos and 
searching online I discovered that a book walk is when you begin 
with talking about the cover of the book and follow by explicitly 
talking about each page of the book.  A book walk is prompting the 

students to see details in the pictures while the teacher may provide specific vocabulary to prepare the student 
for the read aloud and better understand the text. “Most primary students have used the picture walk 
technique to preview text (Stahi, 2004).  By looking at and talking about the illustrations in a text, students 
activate prior knowledge, make predictions, and set a purpose for reading (Clay, 1991; Fountas & Pinnell, 
1996).” 
I explained to my students that when we pick a new book we often use a book walk to see if we are interested 
in a book as well as prepare ourselves to read the particular book.  Following several book walks as a whole 
group, I began noticing a couple of my students were doing a book walk prior to picking out and reading their 
independent reading books.   
 
When I began, I believed that prior to every read aloud I should be implementing a detailed book walk.  
However, I quickly ruled out this theory.  When I preformed a detailed book walk for every read aloud, I found 
that the students began to lose interest in the actual reading of the story.  Therefore, I began to use a shorten 
version of a book walk where I only showed and discussed part of the book or certain pages.   
 
Another way to begin a read-aloud or a guided reading group is with a book introduction.  So what is a book 
introduction?  ”The book introduction is different from a page-by-page “book walk” in which you or the 
students are simply talking about what the children see on each page.  Instead, you keep meaning at the 
forefront of the conversation and engage the children in thinking before reading (Pat Johnson and Katie Keier 
2010). ”  To find out more on the goals a book introduction should accomplish and the steps for a book 
introduction see pages 78-79 of the book (“Catching Readers Before They Fall”, Pat Johnson and Katie Keier 
2010).  I found that using a book introduction hooked in the readers and the students showed greater 
engagement in listening and reading these books.  Both a book walk and a book introduction allowed 
students to access prior knowledge, gave the students vocabulary to use when conversing about the book, 
which is especially important in a French Immersion classroom.  I noticed that these strategies allowed 
students to better predict a word when reading in a guided reading group.   
 
Therefore, I highly recommend teachers to investigate more on what is a book walk and book introduction and 
to explore on how these could help improve your read-alouds and guided reading sessions in your own 
classroom. 
 

Sonja 
27- Cariboo – Chilcotin 
I’ve been inquiring into the following question: 
What differences do I notice in vocabulary usage and comprehension when a purposeful book walk was 
implemented? 
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